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A b s t r a c t 

The Oedipus myth is a very ancient one in the Greek tradition. In the Oedipus Tyrannus, 

Sophocles builds on the familiar theme to explore the mystery of human existence using Oedipus 

as a metaphor for the indomitable spirit of the human individual in face of the incomprehensible 

workings of the gods. Although Sophocles uses a generally well-known story, he brings 

originality to his drama in the way he develops the characters and stages the action. 

The thesis is divided into four parts. In the Introduction, I shall give an overview of the 

story with reference to the historic and mythic background to the Oedipus legend. In this section 

I discuss the Sphinx, an important icon in art, as an underlying image and suggest that she is a 

catalyst for action at specific points in the play; she is also closely linked with the god Apollo. It 

is her riddle that is heard in echo throughout the dialogue, from the forbidding language of the 

oracles to the maddening riddles of Teiresias and to the seemingly innocent musings of the 

Chorus. I also show how Sophocles treats the characters to bring about the peripeteia (reversal 

of fortune) and anagnorisis (self-recognition) of his protagonist, methods much admired by 

Aristotle. In this treatment Sophocles uses human as well as divine agents. And, lastly, I give a 

brief summary of the interpretation of the views of representative modern critics. 

In Chapter One, I analyse the human agents of peripeteia and anagnorisis, showing how 

these characters try to prevent the anagnorisis, yet to no avail. The main agents, the dramatis 

personae, are (in the order in which they appear in the play) the priest of Zeus, Creon, Teiresias, 

Jocasta and the Chorus. 

In Chapter Two, I discuss the divine agents, Apollo and the Sphinx. Although neither of 

these agents appears in the drama, each has a profound effect on the action. Since the epithets 

used for Apollo vary throughout the dialogue, I suggest possible significance for the varying 

usage. And, finally, I detail what is known of the Sphinx in literature, myth and the plastic arts. 
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To summarize, in the self-blinding of Oedipus, we see not the defeat of human being but 

his transformation. The sufferings of a previously all-knowing yet ignorant Oedipus have changed 

him into a refined being, reduced to outer blindness yet opened to inner sight. The mysteries and 

riddles have become untangled and solved. Oedipus is a success story despite all appearance to 

the contrary. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The myth of Oedipus has a long history1 and the Sophoclean treatment was just one 

among several.2 Although that of Sophocles is the only complete dramatic version to survive 

antiquity, there are fragments, passages from other poets and a mythographical tradition which 

give support to the existence of other variants.3 In addition, extant plays such as the Septem of 

Aeschylus and the Phoenissae of Euripides make reference to the Oedipus story. 

One reason this play of Sophocles's survived the rest is generally agreed upon: it was his 

masterly treatment of the theme, not the originality of the plot, although there is certainly no lack 

of originality.4 Cameron's observation typifies the fascination which the play has evinced for many 

a reader throughout the centuries: "For myself, it is the courageous, passionate drive to the truth 

in Oedipus which I find the most moving and provocative thing about him."5 The primary aim of 

this thesis is, then, to show how Sophocles takes this familiar theme and turns it into a 

masterpiece of suspense and irony combined with self-discovery for the protagonist, Oedipus. 

Within this thesis I shall also examine how Sophocles takes the well-known elements in the story 

and handles6 them in such a way as to achieve that perfect combination of peripeteia (reversal of 

situation) and anagnorisis (recognition) so much admired by Aristotle.7 In this analysis, I shall 

look simultaneously at two important aspects of Sophocles's creative work. The first and 

^esiod makes mention of Oedipus and the seven-gated city of Thebes in the Erga (circa 740-700 B.C.), 11. 162 -
163. Homer has Odysseus tell the Phaeacians about seeing Jocasta in the underworld: u/nxepa x' OiSutoSao i8ov, 
KaA/nv ' E n i K c t o T T i v (Od. 11.271-280). In the Iliad, 23.678ff. Oedipus is mentioned as a hero fallen in battle: 
MfiKioTfjog moc, TaXcuovi8ao avaiccoc,, 05 noxe ©TiPaoS' TJXBE SeSouno'coi; Oi8ut68ao eq Td(pov. 
2Edmunds (1985), p. 6. 
3For example: Edmunds (pp. cit.), pp. 6 - 7. 
4Ahl (1991), p. 11, points out that the plague in the opening sequence is an innovation of Sophocles. Segal (1993), 
p. 49, notes also that the method of Oedipus's exposure by foot-piercing is Sophocles's invention; Aeschylus 
exposes Oedipus in a terra cotta pot. Segal (op.cit.), p. 48, also states that Sophocles was the first to make oracles 
a leitmotiv of the plot. Burkert (1994), p. 10, finds that the "singularity — indeed the audacity ~ of Sophocles's play 
is that <the> whole family context has nearly become invisible." 
5Cameron (1968), p. xx. 
6Dawe, with whom I am not perfectly in accord, recognizes this fact in his very valuable Introduction to the text (p. 
19) in writing that Jocasta "performs her by now familiar role of channelling all our thoughts in the direction that 
her creator, Sophocles, wishes us to take". 
7KaXXlcTT| 8e dvayvcbpicn;, OTOCV ap.a Ttepirce'ceiai yivcovtai, otov e%ei r\ ev xcp OiSlnoSi. (Poetics 1452a 32-
33.'). 
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paramount of these is the development of characterization, viz., of the agents (human as well as 

divine) which Sophocles uses to bring about the recognition. The most remarkable aspects of the 

human agents are the degree to which these characters act to prevent the self-discovery of the 

protagonist, and the degree to which this action creates a polarizing tension which heightens 

suspense in the action of the drama. The second important aspect I shall examine is the 

playwright's use of language, of which the analysis will encompass the Sophoclean style. This 

style is most noteworthy for its vivid and exquisite imagery. Metaphor and illusion, paradox and 

prophecy, which may seem, at times, to be juxtaposed in bewildering confusion, are tools used by 

Sophocles to reconstruct the enigma of Oedipus the Tyrant with an aim to producing ultimately 

the self-discovery of this tragic hero. In this self-discovery Oedipus will appear as a metaphor for 

the indomitable spirit of the human person who tries to impose rational order on the irrational 

world around him, the teleonomic8 man of Peradotto. Kitto has remarked that "the real focus is 

not the Tragic Hero but the divine background,"9 yet Burkert finds that Oedipus 

"alone...dominates the stage, and remains the central character, however his situation may 

change."10 I think that we may reconcile these two positions by keeping in mind that although 

Sophocles creates in his audience a sympathy for and sense of identity with Oedipus, the focus for 

the ancient playwright is not only this tragic hero but also the mysterious workings of the gods, 

and in particular, Apollo. 

The Sphinx as an Underlying Image 

Amongst all the images in the play, arguably the most powerfully evocative is that of the 

Sphinx who is routinely linked, in the modern mind, with the character of Oedipus. And yet, we 

have no evidence for the linking of the riddle of the Sphinx with the Oedipus myth until 

8Peradotto (1992), p 14. As F. L. Lucas (1953), pp. 56/57, remarks, "It is dangerous to generalise too precisely 
about the spirit of Tragedy; but we can say that there the problem of evil and suffering is set before us; often it is 
not answered, but always there is something that makes it endurable...it may be the consolation of perfect 
language...or...the consolation of the sheer integrity which faces life as it is." 
9Kitto (1956), p. 231 
10Burkert (1994), p. 10. 
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relatively late.11 Our first textual evidence for the Sphinx herself is in Hesiod's Theogony, in 

connexion with the "people of Cadmus", 

f| 8' ocpa Otic'12 6A,OT|V T E K E 

K a S u E i o t c t v 6A,E0pov. 

But <Echidna> bore the baneful Sphinx, 
Death to the people of Cadmus. 

(326 - 327) 

As for a link with the specific "Cadmeian," Oedipus, none can be traced until around 525 B.C., 

when the Sphinx and Oedipus appear together in vase paintings.13 She usually sits on a stylized 

column while Oedipus stands on the ground, staff in hand, facing her. On one vase in particular, 

there has been found a fragment of the riddle generally associated with the Sphinx.14 Later, the 

complete riddle associated with the Oedipus legend is found in various authors, where it takes 

differing forms.15 Athenaeus (fl. c. A.D. 200) in his Deipnosophistae preserves one of the most 

famous versions in a quotation from a lost tragedy of Asclepiades (c. 350 B.C.): 

Ecm Sircoov £7ti yfjc, Ka i TEtpcaiov (-oov), oft p i a (pcovf), 
K a i xpinov (-ox>v), a X X a a a e i 8E <poatv uovov o c a ' 
ETti yatav EpnETa yivovrat Kai av' aiOEpa Kai K a r a novrov 
aXX' onorav n X e i a x o i a i v £p£i86u£vov rcocri Paivn, £ v 0 a 
xdxoc, yuioiaiv acpaoporatov neXei amoo . 

(Deipnosophistae, 10.456b) 

There walks on land a creature of two feet, of four feet, and of three; 
it has one voice, but, sole among the animals that grow on land or in the 
sky or beneath the sea, it can change its nature; nay, when it walks 
propped on most feet, then is the speed in its limbs less than it has ever 
been before.16 

uBeer (1990), p. 113 quoting Edmunds (1985) passim. 
12A variant of Z c p t y K ' , West (1966), p. 256. 
13Moret (1984), vol. 1, p. 40; vol. 2, plate 23. The archaic language on one such vase, however, would indicate that 
the riddle and the Sphinx are of greater antiquity than this date (Segal (1993), p. 52). 
14As Lloyd-Jones (1978), p. 60, notes, this is the famous cup in the Vatican where the Sphinx addresses Oedipus. 
All that remains of her address are the fragmentary words (ic)ai -cpl(nov), suggestive of the famous riddle of the 
feet. Painted approximately 470 B.C., it is catalogued in Hartwig, Meisterschalen pi. 73 and Beazley, ARV, 2 ed. 
451. 
15Lloyd-Jones (pp. cit.), pp. 60/61, discusses the variants and the problems they pose. 
16Gulick (1961), p. 569. 
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The Bibliotheca of Apollodorus also presents a version of the riddle,17 as do the scholia to 

Euripides's Phoenissae, where it is also reported that Hera sent the Sphinx as a punishment to 

Thebes during the interregnum of Creon.18 

Long before her connexion with Oedipus, however, the "generic" rather that strictly 

"Theban" Sphinx appears in artistic representations as a death-spirit or "psychopompe, 

bienviellante."19 At the same time she is portrayed in picture carrying young men away in a 

"quasi-erotic embrace and devouring them."20 The Sphinx is also considered a "charactere 

prophylactique"21 and as such is apotropaic. Therefore, even as early as the sixth century B.C., 

she is seen to be closely connected with death and with sex. Frequently the Sphinx is depicted 

seated either on top of the supine or prone body of a man, her left paw on his head or skull.22 It 

seems a possibility that this paw on the head, touching the intellectual seat of the human being, 

became linked with a contest of wits. Perhaps the riddle was an outcropping from this.23 

Given the multiplicity of Sphinx representations to which the evidence attests, it seems 

quite natural that Sophocles would choose to present an image such as this as an underlying one 

in his play. Indeed, Sophocles appears to make enough overt and covert references to the riddle 

to make it an intriguing thought to follow up. It would appear that the Sphinx acts as something 

of a "portal" and a catalyst for the action at significant points in the play as well as in the myth.24 

1 1 Bibliotheca, 3.5.8 
1 8 Scholia to lines 50, 1760. 
19Renard (1950), p. 310. 
20Segal (1993), p. 52. 
21Renard (op. cit.) p. 303. 
22Renard, (Joe. cit.). 
23Cameron (pp. cit.) p. 21, considers the Sphinx in the O. T. an "intellectual monster," viz., a monster which must 
be bested with the power of the mind rather than with brawn. 
24See Chapter Two of this thesis, The Sphinx. 
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T h e S p h i n x , A p o l l o a n d a N e w R i d d l e 

Within the first 150 lines of the play, there are two references to the Sphinx and her 

riddling (11. 36, 130). The Sphinx is first and foremost r\ oKA/ipa aoi86q, "the harsh songstress" 

(36), and later fi 7ioiKiA.cp86<; Xcpiŷ  (130), "the riddling Sphinx." The word ocoiSoc;25, 

interestingly, is elsewhere used both of a Muse and of a nightingale and, composed as it is from 

the cognate deiSco, suggests the song of the minstrel as well as that of a bird. In popular 

etymology, the name of Oedipus was understood to mean "Swollen foot." Possibly, in the word 

rcoiKiXxpSoc, the audience would hear not only that the Sphinx sings "embroidered," "dappled" or 

"intricate" riddles, but also riddles of the "swelling." She also sings poetry, presumably in metrical 

feet.26 

There is, moreover, the apparent formulation of a new Apolline riddle27 (11. 110-111), 

reproduced by Creon who is responding to Oedipus's question about where he is to find the dim 

trace of this old, obscure crime, viz. the regicide: 

OIAIflOYI oi 8' eiai nov yf\q; nox> TT]8' ebpeGriaeTai 
fyvoc, rtaXaiac, Soccexpaptov aiiiaq; 

KPEJ2N ev -tfj8' ecpaaice y% TO 8e ^nxobuevov 
dXcoTov, eiapeoyei 8e xapeXoopevov. 

(108- 111) 

"In this land, <Apollo> said. What is sought, can be found, what is disregarded escapes.' " And, 

as is typical within this play, the language is already highly evocative, suggestive of paradox, 

riddle and prophecy still to come. 

I would like to argue that the very moment Oedipus steps onto the stage is a defining one. 

Dawe says that "first impressions are of the highest importance."28 Maddalena,29 too, notes that 

2 5LSJ, s.v. ctoi56<;. 
2 6Ahl (1991), p. 51. 
27Cameron, op. cit., p. 20, has come to the same conclusion. 
28Dawe (1982), p. 7. 
29MaddaIena (1963), p. 265, says that the action starts with the chorus already positioned on stage. The norm is 
for there to be no more than three characters on the stage within the prologue and then only after the entrance of 
the chorus. 
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this Sophoclean tragedy is unusual for its prologue. For the action starts with Oedipus: he is the 

first character to appear and he is the first to speak. From the very beginning his vocabulary is 

characterized by its significant utilization not only of contrasting images but also of double 

entendre: ""£2 xeKva, Kd8uoo too nakax vea xpo<pf|, "Children, latest to be reared from the 

stock of Cadmus." (1). The juxtaposition of nakax. and vea serves to remind the audience 

immediately of the recent, but unspoken history,30 of the city of Thebes. These initial utterances 

also remind the audience that the past and the present are inextricably linked. For the crop of 

woes being reaped by Thebes of the present can be linked to the evils of the past, just as the crop 

of children sown by Oedipus is uncannily related to the crop sown long ago by Cadmus and, even 

more recently, by Laius. At the same time, twin feelings of hope and despair are engendered in 

the religious songs and groans, 6uot> 8e naidvcov xe K a i atevayud'ccov (5), as the contest is 

foreshadowed wherein Oedipus is tossed and buffeted by alternate waves of emotion which 

tighten and release, ebb and flow. 

The Agents of Peripeteia and Anagnorisis 

As Oedipus moves from ignorance to knowledge through different levels of 

understanding, we may be moved to ask, "What is the quest of Oedipus?" The ostensible quest 

revealed within the prologue is obvious: to discover why there is a plague and how to stop it. 

Following from the revelation that the plague is caused by a crime unatoned, comes the mandate 

to discover the regicide and punish him. The other unspoken quest, of course, is the quest of 

Oedipus to rediscover himself as the son of Jocasta and Laius. The "conflicting demands of these 

two themes"31 (viz. the search for the killer and the search for self) may be "responsible for 

inconsistencies in the plot"32 but, more to the point, they make for a very fine heightening of 

dramatic tension. As Oedipus makes the shift through the aforementioned levels of understanding 

until he perceives the reality of his situation, he is assisted by means of encounters with several 

3 0This history (probably related in the lost Laius of Aeschylus, Segal (1993), p. 46) includes the violent assault of 
Laius upon Chrysippus and the subsequent warning to Laius not to beget children on Jocasta. 
31Dawe (op. cit), p. 9. 
32Dawe (ibid). 
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significant characters. These are: the priest of Zeus, Teiresias the seer, Creon his co-regent and 

Jocasta his mother-wife. The role which the Chorus play as an intermediary will also be seen to 

be essential in moving the action forward to its completion. For, as Aristotle remarked, "The 

Chorus too should be regarded as one of the actors; it should be an integral part of the whole and 

share in the action, in the manner not of Euripides but of Sophocles."33 

Despite the importance of his interaction with these dramatic characters, equally important 

encounters for Oedipus occur outside the play: with the priestess at Delphi, with Laius at the 

crossroads, and with the Sphinx on the mountain. Aristotle's comments on the work seem to take 

on new significance in the light of hindsight: "Within the action there must be nothing irrational. 

If the irrational cannot be excluded, it should be outside the scope of the tragedy. Such is the 

irrational element in the Oedipus of Sophocles."34 Looked at in a fresh way, Aristotle's remarks 

seem to have deeper significance. It is interesting to compare what happens inside this play with 

what is known to have happened (mythically) outside it. A creative tension might be said to exist 

between the rational events inside the drama and the irrational events outside, which act as a 

catalyst for those within. The irrational, moreover, is defined by the rational: one cannot exist 

without the other. And so Apollo, who is superficially the guarantor of ôyoc,, becomes a 

paradox. For Apollo in this play seems closely linked with TO dX,oyov, whose manifestation 

appears to be the Sphinx. 

Modern Criticism 

Modern commentators vary considerably in their interpretation of the Oedipus Tyrannus. 

Reinhardt, for instance, has argued for a scenario in which "man is bound" between the two 

opposing forces of "truth" and "illusion." He rejects categorically that the self-blinding of 

Oedipus is "atonement" in a larger thesis which rejects further the notion of a "decision...about 

^Poetics, 1456a, 25-27. All translations used are Butcher's. 
^Poetics, 1454b, 5-8. a^oyov 8e p.n8ev etvai ev zolq TtpcVyuaciv, ei 8e u,T|, ê co TTJC; TpaycpSiag, oiov TO ev %&> 
OiSinoSi TO) EocpoKA-eotx;. 
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justice and atonement."35 Maddalena finds a new slant on an old theme with the pious man of 

genius (Oedipus) replacing both the wholly rational person and the person whose piety is 

enlightened by reason, who featured in previous Sophoclean tragedies.36 In Ahl's37 novel 

interpretation of the play, Creon and Teiresias plot in sinister fashion against the honest Oedipus 

while Vellacott's38 consciously incestuous Oedipus waits for someone to discover and "release" 

him from his sins. These last two interpretations, original though they may be, seem somewhat 

unsatisfactory and unappealing. One tends to want more from the protagonist than that he be 

shown to be the victim of petty human greed or that he prove a confidence man. 

Peradotto argues that "Apollo not only predicts Oedipus' 'crimes,' and punishes him for 

them, but causes them to happen."39 We could conclude, upon examination of the play, that 

nowhere does Apollo actually or directly "punish" Oedipus, nor does he "cause" things to happen 

to him. Apollo, who has the measure of this man, merely "predicts." In fact, we could argue that 

if anyone punishes Oedipus, it is he himself and that if unpleasant things transpire, these are 

caused by his own questing nature — after all, he did not have to leave Corinth or consult the 

Oracle. Finally, at the end of the play, Oedipus is still indomitable. He may acknowledge that 

"Apollo brought these my woes to pass, my sore, sore woes (1329),"40 but the hand that deprived 

him of sight was most assuredly his own: 

'AnoAAcov t d 5 ' fjv, 'A7i6A,X.mv, (piXoi, 
6 KCCKCC KCCKOC IEX&V evd td8 ' epd ndGea. 
eTtaiae 8' amoxetp viv own; aXX' eya> iXdpcov. 

(1329 - 1331) 

35Reinhardt (1979), p. 134, observed, "So there is no decision about justice and atonement ~ nothing would be 
more misguided than to regard Oedipus' blinding as an atonement - or about freedom and necessity. What we 
have had to consider is illusion and truth as the opposing forces between which man is bound, in which he is 
entangled, and in whose shackles, as he strives towards the highest he can hope for, he is worn down and 
destroyed." 
36Maddalena (op. cit.), p. 264: "...neti'Edipo Re, <Sofocle> rinnova la tragedia dell'ingegno, ma insieme 1'allarga, 
non piu contrapponendo chi s'affida alia ragione disgiunta da pieta a chi s'affida alia pieta che illumina la ragione, 
ma ponendo sulla scena un uomo pio e insieme di forte ingegno cui ne l'ingegno ne la pieta sottraggono alia pena 
del mondo; che anzi ha da soffrire pene maggiori d'ogni empio e d'ogni stolto." 
3 7Ahl (1991). 
38Vellacott (1971). 
39Peradotto (1992), p. 10. 
40Jebb's translation. 
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It also seems clear that his act of self-blinding is not to punish himself but to relieve himself. The 

chorus seem to suggest this (1286): vov 5' eoG' 6 T f̂jucov ev tivi cxoXfj KOCKOO; "Does the 

wretch have some respite*1 from his pain?" (The "pain" to which they refer cannot be a physical 

one, when one considers the recent self-mutilation of Oedipus, but rather the general misfortune 

he finds himself in.) In this sense, Apollo cannot be said to cause anything.42 And to borrow 

from Reinhardt's imagery, we would argue strongly that the play is as much about freedom and 

necessity as it is about illusion and truth. Oedipus is a free agent, determined to work his puzzles 

out for himself while he is very much bound by the religious conventions of the society with which 

he identifies. 

One approach (of long standing) might be to take Oedipus as symbolic43 of the Athenian 

quest for self-enlightenment. Continuing in that vein, we may also look at the rest of the 

characters in a similar light. If Oedipus represents self-knowledge, then Teiresias arguably could 

represent the religious establishment, Creon the status quo and Jocasta cynicism in face of 

religion. The function of the priest of Zeus, therefore, in the opening sequence, is to present the 

confident and rational Oedipus, conqueror of the irrational, and (almost) equal to the gods. 

Teiresias will be the reluctant conduit of the god's revelations and a source of unwelcome 

knowledge. He will push the king to the point of hyhris. Creon has several parts to play (the 

pragmatic temporizer who survives the debacle unscathed, the self-righteous and prosaic pious 

man, the cautious man who thinks before he acts etc.) but his main one, as the antithesis to 

Oedipus, is to represent an inflexible stability and predictability.44 Jocasta is the touchstone, the 

continuance of the line and support of a good king, a believer in the self-sufficiency of the human 

4 1Lloyd-Jones's (1994) translation. 
4 2 Here I am at variance with Bowra (1945), p. 177, who affirms that "it is hard to find 'reconciliation' as "the 
meaning of Oedipus' action in blinding himself and that the "power behind <this> action is Apollo." 
4 3 F o r Oedipus as a symbol, see Knox (1957), p. 116: "And the language of the play identifies Oedipus as the 
symbolic representative of the new critical and inventive spirit." Dawe (1982), p. 7: "...at the very beginning of 
the play he establishes in a handful of lines the leading characteristics of his hero. They are characteristics which 
an Athenian audience of the fifth century B. C. would admire as an embodiment of all that they believed was the 
best in their own corporate life." 
4 4 Kirkwood (1958), p. 130, remarks: "...<Creon's> role is to stress, by his unfailing modesty and calm, the 
extravagance of speech and self-reliance displayed by Oedipus." 
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mind: The Chorus are society's judgment45 on Oedipus. And finally, Oedipus personifies the 

human condition. He will represent the mystery and horror of what it means to be human. Is 

there significance to human existence, or are we the products and victims of mindless 

coincidence? 

The concept of hamartia is a much-argued one in regard to the character of Oedipus. 

Once it was maintained that a hero, of necessity, possessed a "tragic flaw." However, not all 

tragic characters do suffer from hamartia.46 It has been well established, moreover, by Bremer's 

analysis of the terminology of Aristotle's Nicomachian Ethics and Poetics that hamartia is not a 

"moral defect" as such but rather "an injurious act, committed because the agent is not aware of 

some vital circumstance (instrument, object effect of the action etc.)"47 This interpretation would 

fit well with the circumstances in which Sophocles places Oedipus. Bremer argues, in addition, 

that Sophocles "spends no time talking about the moral quality of Oedipus' behaviour; his main 

concern is with the terrible delusion which causes Oedipus' ruin4S the misconception which lies 

behind all he does: ignorance is co-extensive with his life which may thus be seen as a single long 

drawn-out hamartia."49 But, surely the play (written by Sophocles) is about the moral quality of 

Oedipus's behaviour both pre- and post-anagnorisis. A less moral man than Oedipus (like the 

Creon of the Antigone) would hasten to conform to the path which would offer him the least 

anguish, rather than take the higher (and less rewarding) road to truth. And, surely it is not the 

"terrible delusion" which causes the ruin of our hero but his awakened knowledge of "the facts."50 

As Teiresias observes, Oedipus does not know "how much evil" (367) he is in, and the playwright 

makes it clear that Oedipus has been in his ignorance for a very long time. If Oedipus is "ruined" 

by his "delusion", why is he not "ruined" from the moment he kills Laius? Why does the ruin 

come almost a generation after he has bested the Sphinx? Perhaps Oedipus did freely choose the 

45According to Longo (1990), "...the civic community (that is, the public that makes the chorus its delegate)..." 
46Griffith (1992), p 195. 
47Bremer (1969), p.23. 
4**My italics. 
49Bremer (op. cit.), p. 158. 
50Griffith (toe. cit.), asserts that, in any case, it is actions not character-traits which cause things to happen in 
Greek tragedy. 
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actions that led to his "downfall" (i.e. self-discovery), as the critics have said, but he would never 

have set on this course of action without the (Apolline) plague as a catalyst which leads to a 

natural chain of events. Bremer concludes his argument with the observation that "perhaps it is 

preferable to formulate it thus: in this tragedy, Oedipus is engaged unwittingly upon his own 

destruction and this course of action may properly be called his hamartia."5} The sense of the 

word "destruction" must also be clarified. We contend that this is synonymous with his 

anagnorisis and the subsequent peripeteia. 

51Bremer (op. cit.), p. 160. 
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Chapter One 

The Human Agents 

a) Oedipus and the Priest of Zeus (1 -150) 

iepevg eyd) /lev Znvog... (18) 

Sophocles starts the action in mediis rebus52 with the first significant encounter. Here 

Oedipus meets the priest of Zeus, the representative of his beleaguered, beplagued people. In his 

address to this priest, Oedipus wants to know if the suppliants are gathered SeioavTec, fi 

aTep^avTeq, out of fear or out of love (11). Although on the surface Oedipus may appear to be 

self-assured, he seems already to subscribe to the underlying current of uncertainty expressed by 

his people. This is an Oedipus who can afford to be gentle as he declares complete willingness to 

assist his grieving subjects (11 - 12). Later a stark contrast will be seen in his brutal reaction 

towards the herdsman (1153). In this initial moment, however, Oedipus is fatherly, even godlike, 

towards the suppliants. In his words of address, the priest acknowledges the supremacy of 

Oedipus, co Kpoccovcov Oi5i7ioo<; (14), and notes that they are gathered at <his> altars, Pcopotai 

tote; aotc, (16). This ambiguous reference to altars that are Apollo's by right but Oedipus's by 

virtue of their location (and also, presumably, supervision and tendance) suggests that this priest 

is conferring a godlike status upon the king. That Oedipus does not clarify whose altars they 

really are and that he does not reject this "idolatry" would appear significant.53 

The old priest stresses the differences amongst the people waiting in front of the palace: 

"those not strong enough to fly" and "those heavy with age" (16 - 17). We thus learn that 

Oedipus has diverse support from his community. The city in microcosm are seeking succour 

from the one man who they think can help all, Oedipus. And the man leading this group has the 

sanction of Zeus, iepebc, eyeb pev Znvoc, (18). At this point both Apollo and Zeus seem to be on 

52Cf. footnote 29. This Sophoclean tragedy is unusual for its prologue. 
53Maddalena (op. cit.), pp. 266, 268, argues against seeing Oedipus as "un uomo superbo," even in light of this 
passage, although he does concede him "orgoglio." 
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their side ~ the side of the city and, by extension, of Oedipus. And yet a question remains: are 

both really "on their side"? Who is the nopcpopoc, Geoc, (27), if not the Apollo54 of the first book 

of the Iliad} Perhaps destruction is coming from this god in the form of a plague which is also a 

guaranteed destruction for the Scopa Ka8p,eiov, as Hades is enriched (TtA.omî etv) by their 

groans and wailing (29 - 30). The word-play here is evident: Pluto is the god of wealth and he is 

rich in his harvest of death. 

It is possible that the god, who lent his aid in the contest of wits with "the harsh 

songstress," f| aicAripd doi86<; (36), may be content no longer to take second place to the "first 

among men," dv8pojv 8e Tipcotoq (33). The priest makes it clear that he does not consider 

Oedipus "equal to the gods," Geotai uev vov OUK iaoupevov55 a eyro but, rather, best at 

dealing with them, (31). Oedipus thus appears to be the Homeric iaoGeoq (pox;. The proof of his 

capability is ample: the city was delivered in previous times from the Sphinx by Oedipus's 

untutored wit, or so it is said and thought to have been done (39). We also note that public 

perception has Oedipus move from merely Kpaitivcov to Kpcmcrroc, (40). At this point, Oedipus 

appears to be showing identifiable symptoms of hybris. No human being "who wields power" 

(KpaT\)vcov) can be "all-powerful" (Kpomatoc,); this is the quality of a god. The king's 

confidence is building into an over-confidence or hybris which will obscure his vision (literally and 

figuratively) until the complete reversal of his circumstances by the end of the drama. In 

retrospect this result (peripeteia) will seem inevitable. Hybris is already well and truly laying the 

foundations for an overbearing, arrogant tyrant (cf. 873: u(3pi<; (poxeoei xupavvov). 

Once more the priest reminds Oedipus of their suppliant stance. The king is their 

"bulwark," &X.KTI (42), and as such he might have heard a "message," (pfipri, from the gods or 

54Knox's argument is that the plague in not sent by Apollo. He says, pp. 9/10, in part, "...but Sophocles has 
repeatedly and emphatically indicated that this is not the case." It is my impression that it is not "Sophocles" who 
believes this but the priest (a creation of Sophocles), who will turn out to be mistaken. 
55Dawe reads ico\)u.ev6g following Stanley. I follow the MSS with Jebb. Knox makes the note (1957, p. 147) that 
this term is a mathematical one. Later on, I shall discuss what Beer (1990), p. 110, refers to as the "mathematical 
paradox. " 
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"from some man," dv5p6q...Tot)56 (43). As the priest draws near to his conclusion, he calls 

Oedipus "a saviour for <his> former zeal on the city's behalf," 

cbc, ae vov uev f|5e yfj 
acoxfjpa K f̂î ei xfjg ndpoq 7ipo8opiaq. 

(47 - 48) 

He begs that they not be left with a contradictory memory of Oedipus's reign: that "once they 

were restored only later to fall," amvTec, x eq opGov KCCI neaovceq ttaxepov (50). He asks 

what may be impossible, a "lasting stability," dacpaX.eia xfrvS' avopGcooov n6X,iv (51). Oedipus 

did provide the city with "good fortune," or xx>xr[, through an "auspicious omen," 6pviGi...aicicp 

(52). This ambiguous reference to a bird recalls the winged Sphinx, who was a bad omen for the 

city. In any case, comments the priest, a city is not a city, a ship not a ship when it is empty of its 

inhabitants. It is a courteous reminder that if Oedipus does not act soon, he will no longer be the 

ruler of anything at all. In the end, Oedipus will ask to be allowed to dwell in the hills of 

Cithaeron (...eoc pe vodeiv opeaiv, evGa KA.fi£eaca obpoc; KiGaipcbv ooxoq...l451 - 1452), an 

existence presumably bereft of human companionship, an entombed existence "chosen by his 

parents long ago" (ov pfYcrip te uoi Ttdtrip x eGeoGnv ̂ covte KOpiov tdcpov, 1452 - 1453). 

Oedipus's second speech opens with the words, co noctoeq, which recall the initial words of 

the prologue, co TCKVOC. Whereas the first speech appears to serve a simple narrative purpose, this 

second one is laden with ambiguities and ironies. Oedipus calls on his "pitiable children" thus: 

co natSeq oiKxpoi, yvcoid K O O K ayvcaxa poi 
rcpoo"f)X.0e0' iueipovxec/ eu yap otS' OTA 
voaetxe 7idvte<;, Kai voaoovxeq, cbq eycb 
O O K eaTiv bpcov ocxic, eĉ  laoo voaet. 

(58-61) 

The magnanimous king speaks words from which the audience cannot help but draw hidden 

meanings. Oedipus sees and accepts the sickness experienced by the Cadmeians. Since Oedipus 

is aware that his people are sick, voceite, he, too, is sick, cbc; eycb, just like them, out of sympathy 

56Both Dawe and Jebb reject the older manuscript reading of TOV> and replace it with JCOO. It makes just as good, if 
not better, sense to chose the older reading, which Bollack does. 
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and worry. In fact no-one is as sick as he is, OOK ecmv bucov ocmc, E£, i'aoo57 voaet (61). 

Oedipus's assessment of the situation is unwittingly accurate: he is the one who is the pollution of 

the city and he states it clearly when he claims to be as sick as they. His sickness is a moral one 

(uiaapa) whereas theirs is a physical one (X.oiu6c,). But he is only aware that he is suffering in 

regal sympathy with his people. Here Oedipus "knows the <facts of the story> only too well," ev 

yap 018' oil voaetxe ndvxeq (59 - 60), but adds them up wrong. 

He goes on to claim that this pain of theirs is suffered by each one as an individual alone, 

to uev yap bpcov aA/yoc, EIC, ev' epxeiai 
povov Ka9 abiov KOO8EV' aX.A,ov. 

(62 - 63) 

Whereas each citizen suffers his own individual burden of grief, Oedipus bears a tripled pain. The 

great \|/t>xf) of the man encompasses the whole city, himself and them (f| 8' epri \)/oxr| n6A.iv ie 

KOCUE Kai a ouoo OTEVEI, 63 - 64). In accepting this magnified responsibility, he is also 

accepting to be the scapegoat, the sacrificial victim for their ills. This action is almost hybristic. 

He is going beyond what is humanly possible in suggesting that the sum of one great man 

(himself) is equal to the three constituencies outlined above. The Apolline maxim yvcoGi aamov 

reminds a human being that his first duty is to learn his limitations and to acknowledge the 

superiority of the gods. If he errs in his comprehension of these points, he starts from a false 

premise and his subsequent "theorem" will also be in error. The priest with his words of homage 

initiated the idea that Oedipus alone was equal to more than just "one," when he suggested that 

Oedipus might be equal to the gods (31). In this way, the priest has been Oedipus's first foil and 

the insalubrious notion of his omniscience has been planted in the mind of the king. 

Oedipus finds that his sleep is troubled: he is moved to tears, he is "exploring every 

avenue of thought," noXXaq 8' 6800c, eXQovia cppovciSoc, TtA-dvoiq (67). This key phrase, 

noXXaq 8' 68ob<;, is suggestive of the several roads he has taken to reach Corinth, Delphi and 

5 70nce more die mathematical equation. See Knox (1957) p. 149. 

http://n6A.iv
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Thebes; it was also at a place where three roads met that Laius was killed. But none o f these 

"roads" are those Oedipus intends at this point. These lines have ironic significance in the mouth 

of Oedipus: 

TrrviKocm' eycb KCCKOC, 
pf) 8pa>v d v evnv ndvG' 6a' d v 5nA,oi Geoq. 

(76 - 77) 

A pious Oedipus asserts that "not to do what the god reveals to be right" would prove him 

KccKoq, an evil man. On the other hand, Oedipus does not realise that by doing "what the god 

reveals to be right" he will inadvertently reveal his own impious actions for what they are. 

Unaware of his guilt, Oedipus affirms his devotion to his city and its inhabitants, 

tcovSe yap nXeov cpepco 
TO nevGoq fi Kai xfjq epfiq yoxfjc, nepi. 

The sorrow I bear for these is more 
than for my own life. 

(93 - 94) 
In this sentiment, he will be proven steadfast. At no point in the play does Oedipus show regret 

for having found out the truth, though this self-same truth destroyed him in the eyes of his people. 

Just as he fights for his city, he will fight for the god and his father: 

eycb pev oov toioaSe i & %e Saiuovi 
TCO x dvSpi TO) GavovTi aoppa^oq neXm. 

So I am become such as an ally of the god 
and the man who died. 

(244 - 245) 
Unlike Laius, who sired his son in defiance of Apollo's oracle, Oedipus acquiesces in the plan of 

the god, even when it does not turn out as he expects or desires. What Oedipus does not k n o w is 

that he cannot be the ally of both god and father in the way he seems to intend. He willingly 

agrees to root out the evil in the city, to find the dvoaioq uxdaicop. It is the furthest thought 

from his mind, however, that he is this "scourge." Eventually Oedipus becomes the ally of Apollo 

in a different sense: in his going into exile and purifying the city by this act. 
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b) Oedipus and Creon 
an#7 (ppovm yap ov <piAco Aeyeivpdrnv... (1520) 

Oedipus has three significant encounters with Creon who, at all times, appears 

conservative and inflexible. In the first scene with Creon (87-150), Oedipus looks to Creon to 

help clarify the reasons for the plague. The answer comes from the oracle: the regicide of Laius 

has gone unatoned. The contrast between the two rulers is highlighted in their exchange. Creon 

shows himself to be the epitome of moderation and circumspection while Oedipus is revealed as 

an overconfident and precipitate individual. Though blind in his understanding of himself, Oedipus 

determines to find the absolute truth nonetheless. 

The next encounter (531-677) between Creon and Oedipus occurs after the revelations of 

Teiresias, when Oedipus has leapt to the conclusion that there is a plot between his co-regent and 

the seer. Creon, in turn, expresses publicly his doubts about the sanity of Oedipus before Oedipus 

makes his entrance. Affronted by the Oedipus's accusations, Creon makes no attempt to 

conciliate while neither does Oedipus. The apparent inflexibility of Creon in this regard is aptly 

explained by the helpful chorus: 

KOCAXOC, eXeh,£v eoXaPoujievcoi 7ieaetv, 
dvaĉ - (ppovetv yap oi ra^eic, OUK da(paX,etq. 

(616-617) 

Creon has spoken well because he "has taken care not to fall": he thinks "safely" not "quickly." 

In their final encounter (1422-1523), Creon is more cold and distant than ever. He 

becomes Oedipus's replacement in kingship as previously Oedipus was for Laius, but Creon, in 

contrast, is a replacement manque. Whereas Oedipus actively won the kingship, Creon is the 

passive recipient of the throne and Oedipus is still trying to exert control. Creon has now 
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replaced the oracle as a source of revelation for an apparently chastened Oedipus. Over these 

three encounters, it is not Creon who has changed substantially but Oedipus.58 

The First Encounter of Oedipus and Creon (87 - 1 SO) 

Creon's first words to Oedipus are couched in ambiguity. What he has to report from the 

oracle is "good," eaOX-fj (87), but his news also contains unsettling information which is "hard to 

bear," ia 8oacpopa. Oedipus himself does not know whether to be "emboldened," Gpaaoc, (89), 

or "frightened," 7ipo8£iaac) (90). These words convey, on his part, almost exactly the same 

emotions he anticipated from the citizens (11), and he is reduced to childlike anxiety before 

Creon. Though Creon suggests that Oedipus hear the news from the oracle privately, the latter 

has nothing to hide and wishes his people to be privy to everything.59 Oedipus shows a candour 

here which contrasts with his later secretiveness when his suspicions are aroused by Jocasta's 

reminiscence (744 - 745). 

In the course of the exchange between Oedipus and Creon, we learn that Apollo has 

clearly commanded that the pollution being harboured in the land be cast out before it becomes 

impossible to cure (97 - 98). The punishments for the one responsible are either banishment or 

death.60 Upon being prodded, Creon reveals the story of Laius, the previous ruler. Oedipus 

asserts that he has heard tell of him but never seen him, ê oiS' OCKOOCOV OO yap eiaetSov ye nco 

(105). The irony of this line will not be lost on the listener. Oedipus has certainly seen Laius on 

the road to the oracle but did not recognize him either as his father or as the king of Thebes. If 

Oedipus does not hear aright and does not always see clearly what he ought to, perhaps it is 

because he is already swollen with notions of omniscience. After all, he has reason to be 

58Knox (1957), p. 21, comments on this "...adaptability <of Oedipus>, the proof of the superiority of intelligence 
whenever and in whatever circumstances it may operate." 
59Vellacott (1971), p. 140, reads an obsession with his own guilt so strong, that Oedipus is expecting a 
condemnation and punishment from the oracle in the next words! 
60Those who see Apollo punishing Oedipus cause us to wonder that, at the end of the play, Oedipus is neither 
banished nor dead though most assuredly mutilated. Perhaps Apollo would have been content with mere 
banishment or death. Oedipus, however, continues to live, and on his own terms. 
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confident in his past ability to solve riddles. This confidence is translated into magnanimity 

towards his inferiors. 

Creon reports what Apollo has told him (110), and Oedipus eagerly leaps to action. He 

discovers the first apparent clue to the slaying of Laius in the supposed words of the herdsman 

that "many hands" killed Laius, definitely not one (122 - 123). As a result of this piece of 

information, Oedipus is thrown completely off the scent, and ultimately he looks further afield 

than he should.61 In fact, the solution Oedipus seeks is right "at his feet," Ttpoq nooi6 2 (130), to 

borrow Creon's phrase. And his question as to what was in their way or "at their feet," eprco5(bv 

(128), to prevent a thorough investigation into the murder of Laius draws our attention to his own 

feet. 

It has been noticed by previous commentators that the name of Oedipus could be 

understood to mean either one who has swollen feet or one who knows feet.63 These feet which 

he knows, as we have previously mentioned, may also be metrical ones, and possibly there is an 

allusion here to his knowing the metrical feet of the Sphinx's riddle64 or even the tripod at 

Delphi.65 Bernadete links the "biped" (8inoo<;) in the Sphinx riddle with the name "Oedipus" (Oi 

- Sutooc,).66 Dawe, however, in distaste for what he appears to consider inappropriate punning, 

points out that the foot metaphor is a commonplace in Greek tragedy.67 Fragmentary evidence 

from Aeschylus and lines in Aristophanes Frogs (892 - 895) provide us with additional insight. 

Both these sources reveal that Oedipus was exposed in a pot, not pierced in the feet. We might 

61That the herdsman lies out of fear for his own skin is the usual conjecture. But possibly this kind-hearted man 
who saved Oedipus as an infant had recognized Laius's son and had realised his own part in the fulfilment of the 
oracle. How could he have interfered at this point? 
62Bernadete (1966), p. 110: "Oedipus solved what was at their feet and he is now called upon to solve the 
invisible", viz., his own hidden crimes. 
63For other references, see Jebb, p. xix, n. 2; Knox (1957), p. 183/184; Segal, p. 56; Griffith, p. 98. 
64Ahl(1991), p. 51. 
6 5Ahl, op. cit., p. 52. 
66Bernadete (1964), p. 119: "The difference between man as two-footed and man as three- or four-footed does not 
consist in his being literally a biped—the 8'uto\)c, in Oedipus' name—and only metaphorically three- and four-footed, 
but in his thinking." 
67Note to line 878. 
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hazard a guess that Sophocles invented the story of the wounding of the feet of our hero in order 

to capitalize on the symbolic possibilities of his odd name. After all, Oedipus (swollen foot) is an 

appropriate name for a Labdacid (lame one).68 His life's journey is bound to be a difficult one, his 

inherited handicap considered. Jameson states that "the theme of lameness in the 

Theban...<story> signals and reinforces the ambivalent destinies of the <hero>. The deformed 

and handicapped are at the least extraordinary, at the worst monstrous and ominous. At their 

most benign they are well suited to be the heroes of reversals of fortune."69 It is also evident that 

anthropologists have been unable to find a satisfactory explanation for such foot-mutilation as that 

suffered by Sophocles's infant Oedipus.70 It would, therefore, appear that for the purposes of this 

play, the name of Oedipus is most likely a significant one. 

Oedipus, therefore, decides to clarify matters by starting "right from the beginning," e t , 

wcocpxfjc; auGiq am' eycb cpavco (132). With this statement begins an irreversible chain of 

startling but logical revelations. As Aristotle says "...the poet should prefer probable 

impossibilities to improbable possibilities. The tragic plot must not be composed of irrational 

parts."71 And so, everything that now follows is inherently logical, given the parameters that 

Sophocles sets. Whether or not these events are probable in a non-dramatic situation is irrelevant. 

Suffice it to say that Sophocles makes them appear logical to a willing audience. 

6 8As to the name of Laius (Acuoc,), tempting though it may be to translate this as "left-handed/footed" (kawq) as 
seems common, I think the diaeresis precludes this. Delcourt (1942), p. 102, suggests another more plausible 
meaning for the father's name: "Oedipe est expose enqualite de bouc emissaire par un pere qui s'appelle Laios 
c'est-a-dire Publius, le (representant) du peuple." 
69Jameson (1986), p. 9. 
70Vellacott's observation, p. 132, that "<He has> been unable to gain any further information on foot-piercing 
from anthropologists", is a representative comment in the literature I have read. So Segal (1993) in a note to page 
161: "The feet piercing has never been fully explained." I reject Pucci's (1988), p. 151, contention that the foot-
piercing is "a form of castration." A rose by any other name may be a rose but the foot=penis symbolism in this 
context escapes me. The ancient sources are forthright on the subject of castration: Cronos emasculates Uranus; 
he does not prick his ankles. Yet, perhaps Delcourt (1942), p. 43, sheds some (inadvertent) light on the foot-
mutiliation when she states: "Plus un homme a ete puissant, plus son dme a chance de l'etre aussi. C'est pourquoi 
on mutile le corps de 1'ennemi que Ton vient de tuer, esperant ainsi desarmer son revenant." The mutiliation of 
Oedipus may be a prophylactic action on the part of the parents, who have reason to fear their child's power as a 
ghost, once he has perished. 
7lPoetics 1460a26-29. 
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In looking out for the dead king's interest, Oedipus avows that he is looking out for his 

own (141), which is both true and untrue. When Aristotelian reversal ultimately coincides with 

recognition, the appalling irony is overwhelming. The final words in the prologue ring ominously 

in light of what the audience undoubtedly know, as Oedipus quite truthfully declares that his 

success or ruin depends on the god of the oracle: 

f| yap eoxoxetq 
G U V TO) Geo) (pavouueG', r\ nenxKOKOiec,.72 

(145 - 146) 

The Second Encounter of Oedipus and Creon (lines 531 - 677) 

This second meeting occurs after the astounding revelations and predictions of Teiresias. 

Before Oedipus makes an entrance, Creon shares his doubts about Oedipus's sanity in an aside to 

the chorus: "Can he see straight, is he in his right mind," e£, OUU&TCOV 8' opGcbv xe KOCS, opGfjq 

(ppevoc, (528)? Oedipus, in turn, wonders at the effrontery, xoA-priq Ttpoaconov (533), of Creon's 

daring to turn up as he does. Tension is heightened by the polar extremes of the two characters. 

Whenever they confront each other, they appear to be speaking at cross purposes. And at this 

point in the drama Sophocles makes it perfectly plausible that Oedipus should not yet know that 

he is the murderer of Laius despite the fact that he has been told this very clearly by Teiresias. 

Oedipus seems to have misinterpreted Teiresias's initial reluctance (329) to explain the oracle 

brought by Creon as collusion in a plot with his brother-in-law. If Creon and Teiresias do not 

seem to be co-operating with Oedipus in his attempts to solve the mystery, then the king's 

subsequent suspicion and outrage seem reasonably justified. Even though the seer came willingly 

to reveal the oracle's meaning, he had become very evasive and vituperative when pressed for this 

very meaning. One cannot help but join Oedipus in his wonder at messages from Creon and 

Teiresias which appear contradictory. There are two obvious reasons why Oedipus does not 

believe Teiresias. Firstly, he could not solve the Sphinx's riddle whereas Oedipus could. 

Secondly, the priest is unwilling to interpret the latest prophecy from Delphi, though he claims to 

understand it. When he is reluctant to reveal who the murderer is, this reluctance has all the 

72This participle ("falling") also suggests the feet. 
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appearance of a conspiracy. This situational, rather than verbal, irony is just one of the many 

devices in the arsenal of Sophocles. 

The audience may be moved to consider some questions. How does Teiresias know that 

other part of the oracle? Has Creon deliberately omitted to reveal the second part of it to 

Oedipus? Did Creon and the prophet go to Delphi together? These two appear to be working in 

concert and, in turn, on Oedipus. The effect of Creon's half-oracle and Teiresias's apparently 

reluctant revelations is to make Oedipus think that they have conspired and are responsible for the 

death of Laius. He makes no connexion whatsoever with himself and the old man he killed on the 

way to Thebes. And why should he? It has been understood for almost a generation in Thebes 

that foreigners had committed the murder. And now, it seems, Creon is planning to murder 

Oedipus too, says Oedipus in his counter-accusation against Creon: cpovebq cov tooSe xdvSpoc, 

epcpavcoq (534). 

Creon seems to be inconsistent when he says they certainly made attempts to find the 

murderer (567). This conflicts with his previous assertion that the Sphinx side-tracked them from 

an investigation (130 - 131). But then, perhaps the killing of Laius had been a convenient 

opportunity for Creon to assume power without a struggle and perhaps there was no sorrow in 

Thebes at-the death of Laius. Neither is there an answer for Oedipus when he questions why 

Teiresias did not mention Oedipus's name at that time of enquiry into Laius's murder (566 - 568). 

Creon takes refuge in these words: ecp' otq y^P P-T) cppovco oiycxv cpiAxo (569). When he does 

not know something, he keeps (provocatively) silent about it. One thousand lines later (cf. 1520), 

he still has nothing of significance to say about the incredibly harrowing events of the day: d uf] 

cppovco ydp oo cpiAxd Aeyeiv udxriv, I do not like to speculate about what I do not know.73 

Perhaps he also keeps silence about the things he knows as well. There is a point to playing it 

73Vellacott translates, "It is not my practice to speak words / do not mean." whereas Jebb has, " Tis not my wont 
to speak idly what / do not mean." Yet these translations of pr\ <ppov& differ substantially from their translations 
of 569 where Vellacott reads, "In matters that / don't understand I prefer to say nothing" and Jebb says, "Where / 
lack light, 'tis my wont to stay silent." 
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safe. The. stakes are high in the contest for the "tyrannocracy" of Thebes, whatever Creon may 

say about his reluctance to rule (585 ff.). The contrast between him and Oedipus is stark. 

Oedipus will take risks to find out the truth; Creon is a conservative in such matters. In this 

respect, perhaps, Oedipus reflects the spirit of enquiry of fifth-century Athens. At all times, this 

conservative Creon is careful not to volunteer information. His replies to Oedipus tend to be 

noncommittal and deferential reflexions of what Oedipus has just said: ei uev Xeyei td5e, CCDTOC, 

ota9' (575 - 576). And yet they seem calculated to enrage him at every turn. Oedipus, 

understandably, sees him as a KaK6c,...<piA.oc, (582). 

In vain Creon will protest that he has no need to plot against the king. Jocasta, Creon and 

Oedipus are a triumvirate, equal in status (581). Yet, though Creon has the status of a tyrant, he 

is not the one in charge (590). He claims not to envy Oedipus his "fear-fraught rule," dpxetv ĉ bv 

<po(3otoi (585); he himself prefers to "sleep untroubled," oVcpecrtoc, eitfkov (585). He cannot 

fathom Oedipus, who counts friends as enemies and vice versa (609 - 610). He muses that it 

takes a lifetime to "prove an upright man but that an evil one is shown in the space of a day," 

Xpovoc, 5iicaiov ocv8pa Seiicvoaiv uovoc, 
KOCKOV 8e KCXV ev f)pepa yvoinq uxa. 

(615). 

But Creon will not say explicitly that he considers Oedipus this evil man. 

Oedipus is now on the verge of losing a "supporter," but he seems to feel constrained to 

rationalize everything. A fairly accurate judge of his own character, he concedes that he is quick

tempered and that for this reason he counterplots (619). He must "anticipate the one who plots in 

secret," ob7uf3ooA.eurov A,d9pa (618). Not to react gives one's enemies the advantage (620). 

Creon finally loses his temper and claims that Oedipus is "definitely not sane," oo yap 

(ppovoovxa a' ex> pX-erao (626). With this choice of words, he indicts both Oedipus's mental 

acuity and his physical sense of sight. In sum, Creon claims he does not need or want to plot. 
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Eventually, all things come to Creon, the man74 who is willing to wait. Since Oedipus is not a 

patient man, he has no grasp of this. 

Oedipus and Creon Meet for the Third and Last Time (lines 1422 - 1523) 

The last meeting between Oedipus and Creon comes after Jocasta's suicide and Oedipus's 

self-mutilation. The Creon we see here is a cold and distant man. Although he comes not to 

mock or reproach Oedipus for his past injustices towards him, he is now ready to dispose of the 

king by handing him over to attendants who will deal with the unpleasant aftermath: 

ox>% cbc, yeX-aav^c,, OiSinooc,, eA.fiX.oQa, 
008' cbq 6vei8cov TI TCOV 7tdpoc, KaKcov. 

(1422 - 1423) 

This uncle of Oedipus's, who never acknowledges this relationship with him, insists that Oedipus 

be sent into the house (1429). His pollution must not defile the outdoors, where it can be seen by 

the sun's light: 
...TTJV yoov ndvTa Poaicooaav cpAoya 
aiSetaO' d v a K T o q 'HXioo... 

(1425 - 1426) 

The ecclesia is an outdoor gathering "under the sun" but the sun is also a metaphor for Apollo.75 

While Oedipus is an affront to Apollo in the sun's light, in the ecclesia, Oedipus is also an 

embarrassment to Creon, who likes sententious aphorisms and tidy endings (ei pev Xeyei Tcc8e, 

aoToq ota0', "If he said that, you must know," 574; and, as already noted, 569 and 1520: ecp' otq 

yap uf| cppovco cnydv cpiX-co, "when I don't understand, I say nothing"; d \ir\ cppovco yap oo cpiAco 

Xeyeiv pdTTtv, "I am not accustomed to say frivolously things I do not mean," and the like). 

Creon would rather hurry Oedipus off the stage than let him try to vocalize his interpretation of 

74Peradotto (op. cit.), p. 12, comments that it is this "shirker" of responsibility who is left in charge of the ship of 
state at the end. 
75Burkert (1985), p. 149 on Apollo: "Even the all-too-human receives light and form from that distance <i.e. "the 
God of Afar1^. It made manifest sense, although it was also a constriction, when, from the fifth centruy onwards, 
Apollo began to be understood as a sun god." 

http://eA.fiX.oQa
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what has transpired ('Take him at once into the house!" 1429 "Go inside the house!" 1515 "Go 

now and let go of your children!" 1521). 

As Creon distances himself physically and mentally, he is no kinsman of Oedipus: 

tote, ev yevei ydp xdyyevfj pdX.ia0' opav 
uovoic, T ' OCKOOEIV EUOEPCOC , E ^ E l KGCKOC. 

(1430- 1431) 

"Piety demands that kinsmen alone should see and alone should hear the sorrows of their kin."76 

And so he sends Oedipus back inside to these same kin, away from himself. 

Oedipus continues to interfere with Creon's plans for he wishes still to "command"; he 

suggests that Creon exile him (1436), preferably in a place where he can be "addressed by none", 

pn8£v6c, npoafiyopoc, (1437). He now craves to be removed from his sensory contact with the 

world. Creon had wanted time to consider the god's will (1439). Oedipus persists: Creon 

already knows what to do with a parricide like himself. He should be destroyed (1440 - 1441). 

In fact, both Apollo with this initial commands (95 - 96) and Oedipus with his subsequent curse 

(234-275) have settled the matter already. Creon resists being forced into a hasty decision, 

reiterating that it is better to find out what to do (1443) before acting. This seems to be the 

ultimate irony. Every other time they have gone to the oracle, the messages have been ambiguous 

and disastrous! Surely, by this point, someone can act without its guidance? This exchange 

seems crafted to highlight the extreme differences between the two characters. 

Now when Oedipus asks Creon to seek another oracle from Apollo, Creon responds that 

Oedipus will have to believe the god's utterances this time « as he did not twice before (1444 -

1445). Earlier it was Oedipus who sent Creon on the fateful quest for the god's help. Despite this 

dependence on Creon, he is anxious, as ever, to direct events. He makes a "living will." He needs 

to know that his wife whom he cannot name (1447) — for what would he call her properly? 

mother? wife? ~ will be properly honoured in death and not suffer because of him (1447 - 1448). 

76Lloyd-Jones's (1994) translation. 
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We contrast lines 1449 - 1450 with 222: now he withdraws his membership in the city (1450) 

where he was formerly so proud to count himself among the taxpayers77 (222). The tomb he has 

(1453) differs from hers (1447). His was chosen for him by his parents while still alive, and that is 

where he desires to live an "entombed" existence on his mountain (1452 - 1454). He had not 

been saved from dying originally "except for some strange purpose," pfi 'nx. TO) 8eivo) KCCKG) 

(1457). That purpose, obviously, has now been fulfilled. 

As Oedipus assigns the care of his sons to themselves, their being of age, he assigns his 

young daughters to Creon, a most poignant moment in the play (1459-1465). He grieves for 

these little children who will no longer know his touch, while at the same time he seems to crave 

their touch in return. At a moment when he has lost his wife and his family has been bitterly 

destroyed, he still needs this most intimate of reassurances. 

Oedipus's Eulogy 

The last monologue of Oedipus is a parody of self-eulogy and predictions of the future. 

As he is not a god, not even "godlike" as before, we could expect that they will not be fulfilled. 

The high hopes of the prologue, where everyone ~ citizens, priest and Oedipus himself ~ felt 

assurance of salvation, have dissipated. Oedipus first thanks Creon and says farewell to his girls. 

He bids them come into "his hands of a brother," (bq xac, a&eXyac, xda8e tdq eudc, x£pac, 

(1481) and predicts for them a sorry life from which they will derive no marriage and little 

happiness (1487-1495). He cannot look upon his children but only weep (1486). 

He summarizes his failings and admits his guilt as a patricide who committed incest (1496-

1497). He entrusts his daughters to Creon, saying that Creon is the "only father left to them," 

uovoc, 7tott;f|p Tovnoiv (1503-1504): Oedipus and Jocasta are both dead, the former figuratively, 

the latter literally. These children must not suffer along with him in his misfortunes (1507). He 

wants a better life for them than their father's (1514 - 1515). Since he cannot see the "nod" of 

77In his note to this line, Dawe remarks that the expression eig occcoug xeXco means to "pay taxes". 
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Creon's head (c;\)vvet)cov 1510), he asks for the "touch of his hand" (afj yavvac, x EP l 1510) in 

agreement. From the curt response Creon gives him, it could be inferred that Creon neither 

touches him nor agrees to carry out his wishes. He orders Oedipus to stop the tears and to go 

inside (1515). Oedipus persists in assuming the role of anxious inquisitor, alternately demanding 

advice from the god and yet eager to make the terms of his own departure. His own choice is 

exile (1518), which choice Creon concedes him with no little touch of irony: "You will tell me, 

and when I have heard you I shall know" (1517). While Oedipus is still capable of arguing his 

own case right down to establishing the sentence for his crimes, Creon is reluctant to take either 

the role of the god (a role in which Oedipus had revelled and which he appears still to be 

usurping) or the mantle of the ruler. Creon's approach seems cautious and measured. Pressed 

again to say whether he means what he says, Creon's response is oc pf| cppovco ydp oo cpiAco 

A-eyeiv pocnyv (1520), "what <he does> not intend, <he does> not speak idly about." Oedipus 

demands punishment, namely, exile (1521), but cries when Creon tells him to let go the children. 

Creon's patience finally breaks as he demands an end to Oedipus's tyranny. 7i&vrct pt] (3ooXoo 

KpocTeiv, "stop wanting to be in charge of everything" (1522). Creon's last command to him is a 

summation of the character of Oedipus: he has been domineering and controlling throughout. 

Misfortune may have toppled Oedipus from temporal power but he has by no means relinquished 

command of his destiny. As Oedipus leaves the scene, he leaves not as a criminal but as the 

scapegoat he chose to be in lines 63 - 64, for he feels no guilt. This is a man who has done 

everything feasible to satisfy the demands of piety. Yet, despite his good intentions "all ills that 

can be named" (1285) are now his. 

c) Oedipus and Teiresias (316 - 462) 

xvcpXdg xd x' coxa xov xe vovv xd x' ofifiax' et... (371) 

Undoubtedly, it is in the exchange between Teiresias and Oedipus that the most riddling 

and paradox are found. When Oedipus returns in the first epeisodion to propose a course of 
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action, his first act is to exculpate himself by reminding the citizens that he is a relative stranger to 

both the report of the deed and to the deed itself, £evoc, pev t o o A.oyou...c;evoc; 8e t o o 

TipctxQevtoc, (221). This claim could be a problematic one. Oedipus, therefore, must be assumed 

to have been absent when the report of the killing was current in the city. As for the deed itself, 

he has no idea that he is in any way connected to it. Some commentators find this point a 

perplexing one. How could Oedipus have been ignorant of the news? How could he not have 

consulted Jocasta? Equally, one could not say with any degree of certainty how long a time 

elapsed between the killing of Laius and the Sphinx's ravages. Does it, however, matter? Once 

more, Aristotle did not find this "problematic." He gave solid approbation to Sophocles for the 

very ignorance of Oedipus in this regard: t o o q te A.6yooc, pfj aoviataaGai eic pepcov 

dX.6ycov, dX,X.d udAaata uev pt|8ev exetv aXoyov, ei 8e pfj, e^m t o o uoGebpatoc,, ©creep 

OiiHTtouc, t o uf| ei8evai TICOC, 6 Ad't'oc, drceGavev, "everything irrational should, if possible, be 

excluded; or, at all events, it should lie outside the action of the play (as, in the Oedipus, the 

hero's ignorance as to the manner of Laius' death)."78 

Next Oedipus enjoins his people to deny any sort of refuge to the regicide, banning him 

from their hearths and denying him fellowship (239-241). He intensifies the curse by urging that it 

falls even upon himself if he should knowingly assist the polluter, epoo aovei86toq (250). 

Belatedly, Oedipus acknowledges that even if a god had not urged the matter on (255), he would 

have succeeded in investigating eventually (256). This claim seems difficult to understand.79 

There is a suggestion here that Oedipus was perhaps reluctant to delve into this unsolved death. 

He may have considered the death fortuitous and Sophocles does not care to enlighten us. Then 

Oedipus lays claim to the king's wife, whom he calls opocraopoc, — and while he means he shared 

her with Laius as a spouse, we know this other hidden "meaning" that he and Jocasta share a 

direct filial-maternal bond! Laius, he thinks, suffered from being childless, ei Ketvco yevoc, pf| 

'8oaTOXT|aev (261 - 262), when in reality he suffered from having a child who survived to kill 

^Poetics 1460a28-30. 
79His sons must be at least sixteen years old by now according to line 1460. 
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him. Oedipus swears to replace that child he thinks Laius never had by his own efforts to track 

the killer: he will fight for this dead king as though for his very own father, cbarcepei Toopoo 

TtocTpoq (264).80 The reality is, of course, fantastical. Oedipus is, in truth, the brother-in-law of 

his own father, spouse of his own mother, brother of his own children. What better champion of 

Laius could there be, who has replaced his father's children fourfold? He is the "homospore" par 

excellence. And finally, as a vicious circle of destiny draws in upon him, Oedipus invokes his own 

yet unknown lineage, TO) AaP8aKeicp... noA/o8cbpot>... Kd8uoo... 'Ayfyvopoq (267 - 268) calling 

down the curses which ironically must have already been fulfilled as a result of himself, the 

unwitting source of the pollution. 

Since neither Creon nor the chorus have been of any concrete help in determining the 

individual responsible for the plague, Oedipus reveals that he has already sent for Teiresias in 

anticipation of the chorus. Upon the chorus's remark that the story of Laius is now Kcocpd and 

naXaxa (290), Oedipus says that he is interested in "every story," 7idvra...A.6yov (291). He 

claims, however, that no-one has seen "the one who saw the murder," iSovxa81 (293). This is 

where Oedipus could settle the story once and for all with a speedy interview. The interview, 

however, does not take place till the messenger from Corinth has delivered his message about the 

death of Polybus. As we shall see, Sophocles arranges that Oedipus is distracted yet again with 

other pieces of the puzzles of "who killed Laius?" and "who am I?" For he, too, is a man "who 

shrinks not from a deed nor is scared by a word," pf) 'axi Spcovxi xdppoq, 008' enoq cpoPet 

(296). Any word or any deed has the potentiality for leading Oedipus to explore another avenue. 

80Pucci, op. cit., p. 135, reminds us that Oedipus means Polybus here. 
81The manuscripts say iSovxcc (the "witness"). Jebb and Bollack follow these whereas xov Se 8pcovx' ("the 
perpetrator") is used in the OCT; Nigel Wilson, H. Lloyd-Jones and Dawe accept this emendation. I have chosen 
to follow Jebb and Bollack. The chorus have just stated (292) that "he was said to have died at the hands of some 
wayfarers". If "no-one has seen the 'perpetrator'," the number of the participle is just not consistent with the 
previous noun. The suggestion that this remark may be a "Freudian slip" seems to me far-fetched. 
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The scene with Teiresias can be read on different levels. On one level, this scene depicts 

Oedipus's apparent admiration for Teiresias as it shifts by increasing degrees through impatience 

and anger to outright contempt. On another, the scene is strikingly reminiscent of the prologos 

(especially lines 300-315): a seemingly sarcastic reworking of the dignified interchange between 

priest and king (1-64). Teiresias is a saviour (305), so is Oedipus (48); Teiresias knows what is 

wrong (303), Oedipus sees what is wrong (15 - 16); Teiresias should not grudge the use of bird-

omens (303), Oedipus needed no teaching (39); Teiresias should save them all (313), so should 

Oedipus (51); Teiresias should save himself, the city and Oedipus (312), Oedipus groans for the 

city, himself and the suppliants (64). Teiresias has been made a parody of Oedipus by Oedipus. 

Pleading initially for the impossible, Oedipus asks that Teiresias save himself, the city and 

Oedipus, and that he release them from the pollution caused by the death. This the prophet 

cannot do. While saving himself comes at the expense of the city, in saving the city Teiresias 

must destroy Oedipus. Hence, Teiresias is at first reluctant to reveal what he knows and regrets 

his power to see with the mind, 

(peo cpeu, (ppovetv (be, Setvov ev0a pfi TeA/n, 
A.OT1 9povo0vxt. 

Alas, alas, how dreadful it is to know when the 
knowledge does not benefit the knower!82 

(317). 

These first words are apparently directed at himself but they are double-edged and directed at 

Oedipus too. To reveal the oracle's true meaning will benefit neither seer nor ruler. And so, 

Teiresias must be made to appear a study in contradiction and inconstancy. He claims a lapse of 

memory: he would not have come, but he had "let it slip from his knowledge" (ei5cbq 8t6A.eaa, 

319) what a dilemma there is for a seer who knows only what is destructive for his client. So, in 

his apparent giftedness for knowing, there is a flaw. Oedipus seems exasperated by the 

82Lloyd-Jones, (op cit.). 
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equivocation of Teiresias. The prophet, he claims, knows something which he will not reveal, 

something which will betray Oedipus and destroy the city (330 - 331). It is of no consolation that 

Teiresias is acting out of consideration: he does not want to harm Oedipus or himself by 

revealing their "troubles" (328 - 329). This apparent teasing sits ill with Oedipus. Although 

Teiresias claims in line 341 that he will not reveal the future nor change it, by line 353 he has been 

provoked so far by the outraged king that he charges him with being the dvoaioq pidaxcop of the 

city (353). Next he tells him pointblank that he is the actual murderer he seeks (362), that he 

"does not see that he is living shamefully with his nearest kin and cannot see the plight he is in" 

(A-eAnGevai ae cpripi abv tote; cpiAxcVcoic, ai'axiaO' 6uxA.oovr' 008' opocv IV et KOCKOO 366 -

3 67).83 Oedipus, in return, considers Teiresias blind in all his senses (371), while the seer retorts 

that eventually the scorn that has been heaped upon Teiresias will rebound on Oedipus himself 

(373). But Oedipus believes that no man who sees the sun can hurt him and that Teiresias lives in 

an unbroken night (374). Ironically, Oedipus himself is the man who does not see the sun, i.e., 

"the one who can hurt him." (Cf. lines 1425 - 1426 where Oedipus can no longer see the sun and 

where the sun does not want to look on him.) Teiresias, however, knows that Apollo will work 

out his ruin (377), and we know that Oedipus has already agreed to assist this god (76 - 77). 

Finally, Teiresias accuses Oedipus of moral blindness, iced SeSopicocc, KOO pXeneiq iv et 

KOCKot) (413), of "being blind to his antecedents despite his sightedness," and of being "an 

unwitting enemy to his own family," ex6p6cJ...Toi<; aoiaiv (415 - 416). But all of this is to no 

avail. By now, kingly anger has engendered kingly contempt. 

Oedipus's response must be a sarcastic one. Who, after all, saved the city when the 

"rhapsodic dog",84 pdi|Kp8o<; KOCOV (391), was terrorizing it? Of what use was Teiresias's 

prophetic power then? "A know-nothing Oedipus," 6 pn8ev ei8cbc, Oi8i7iooq (397), solved the 

83Vellacott thinks that Oedipus is fully aware that he is committing incest all along and is trying to find a way to 
let the Thebans know it! Some commentators automatically translate these words into "incest." I think this is 
hyperbolic. .Sophocles makes Teiresias much more subtle than this. 
84Beer(o/>. cit.), p. 110. 
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riddle. Obviously Oedipus is not the only know-nothing; Teiresias is not the only blind one (389). 

Oedipus, too was a prophet (394). He used his mind and his wit to stop the Sphinx: 

6 pn5ev ei5d)q OiSijcooq, ETtaoad viv, 
yvcbpri KOprjaaq oo8' art' oicovcov pa9d>v. 

I, a know-nothing Oedipus, I came and stopped her 
with my intelligence, having learned nothing from birds.85 

(397 - 398) 

In return, Teiresias warns that "the curse is a double-striking one": 

Kai a' dpcpiTcXfî  unrpoq TE Kai TOO aoo rcaTpoq 
eXa TCOT' EK yfjq Tfja5E Seivorcooq dpd. 

(417-418) 

The curse which hounds Oedipus moves with terrible foot and is seen in his own dreadful foot, 

the ov£i8oq (1035), "the brand of shame," which he mentions later. 

Oedipus may consider Teiresias a fool, but the king's mysterious parents consider the 

prophet a wise man (436), claims the seer. Thus we may correctly infer that it was by Teiresias's 

warning that the infant Oedipus was exposed. The same day will engender and destroy him: it 

will give him new parents and yet be his undoing (438). This is altogether too much riddling for 

Oedipus to bear: eoc, navx' dyav aiviKta Kdaa(pfj Xeyzic, (439). The tables have turned on 

Oedipus as Teiresias, affronted and enraged, begins in earnest to taunt him with his vaunted 

abilities to solve riddles (440). If we wonder why the previously consummate puzzle-solver 

cannot now unravel this riddle,86 we may grant that there are now too many and disparate 

questions to answer. Stretched to the limits, tantalized by first one piece of information and then 

another, yet swelling with self-pride and arrogance, Oedipus cannot see or hear. His ears are 

stopped and his eyes are blinded (cf. 371). His "luck" at riddles has destroyed him, amr\ ye 

UEVTOI o' TI TOXT| 8 7 8ub?iEo-£v (442), and the seer claims that the child of chance (1080) is killed 

85He did learn something from the Sphinx, who is birdlike in some ways. 
86This is discussed further in the section "The Mythic Sphinx," p. 72. 
87The codices have the reading xuxn while Dawe has chosen to follow Bentley's emedation of xexvn. T-UXTI seems 
to me to be the better choice here. A series of "chances" or "happenings" fl-loyd-Jones) had brought Oedipus to the 
Sphinx. But xuxn can also be used in the sense of one's "fate" or "destiny." 
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by an unlucky chance. Was it a lucky stroke of genius that allowed him to solve the Sphinx's 

enigmatic utterance? Was it bad luck or fate that Oedipus happened upon this city, viz. Thebes, in 

his wanderings? First, Oedipus has been confronted with the mystery of the killer, surely a 

mundane mystery. But now an older mystery has returned: the mystery of his birth. Of a sudden, 

his self-confidence is being undermined and the question (re parentage) that started his 

wanderings from Corinth returns to haunt him. His last words to the prophet are blustering, 

dismissive ones which accuse Teiresias of being "in his feet," eprcoScbv (445), just like the Sphinx 

when previously it terrorized the Thebans (128). As he made the Sphinx leave, Oedipus makes 

Teiresias leave too, thinking to have put an end to his seemingly endless riddles. A routine 

interview between ruler and prophet has become an unholy confrontation which has neither 

clarified the murder investigation nor bolstered the king's prestige to any extent. It is enough that 

the audience are aware that the seed of doubt has been planted in the mind of Oedipus. 

Teiresias's Prophecies 

Teiresias has one of the smallest parts in the play, some seventy-seven lines. A great deal 

of information, however, is compressed into these few lines and what Teiresias has to say is of no 

little significance. Teiresias is blind but the gift he has been given has caused him to rise above his 

physical defect in such a way as to have certain advantages over the sighted in general and over 

Oedipus in particular. Teiresias is an "equal" to Oedipus "despite the fact that he is the ruler," el 

Kod Topavvetq, ec îacoieov to yoov fa' avtiAe^at (408 - 409), "slave not to him but to 

Apollo,"88 oo yap TI aoi £ro 8ooX,oq, bXka. Aoc;ia (410), and as such owes Oedipus no 

allegiance. Although he does not have answers for Oedipus's taunts (380 - 404), taunts which 

challenge his prophetic abilities, he does have questions for him. If Oedipus has "sight", why can 

he not see how wretched his own situation is (423 - 414)? If he has "wit", why does he not know 

(415) from whom he has sprung? And what Oedipus has no "hearing" for, he will hear, at last, in 

his own agonized shrieking throughout Cithaeron (420 - 421). This is Teiresias's response to the 

88The epithet Teiresias uses for Apollo (Aô iaq) is one that Jocasta will use later (853). The word suggests 
"obtuse" and "not straightforward". 
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cutting insult from Oedipus: TUcpAoq t d x rata xov te voov td x oppat' e t , 8 9 "you are blind in 

your ears, mind and eyes!" (371). The vast amount of cryptic information appears to have 

produced in Oedipus a type of sensory overload which interferes with his ability to solve his own 

problems. Despite this interference, though, he seems superendowed with an ability to solve 

those of others, (6 unoev eioroc, OISITCOOC,, e n a o a d viv, 397). This "superendowed" Oedipus 

has a look, Tcpoatorcov (448), which may cause terror in others but, since he is blind, Teiresias has 

no cause to fear this look. Oedipus has hypnotized all the Thebans, has impressed them with his 

persona. Only Teiresias can, and will, see past it: he is the only objective participant in the 

drama. The prophecies he utters are all eventually proven true, but that Oedipus is the accused 

regicide (362) has been forgotten by the ruler in the heat of his anger. Teiresias reiterates: the 

murderer is in their midst, ev0d8e (451); in theory he is a stranger living with them, êvoq A.6ycp 

petoiKoq (452), yet he will soon be seen to be a native Theban, eyyevfiq...0riPaioq (453). He 

will go from being sighted to blind, from riches to beggary, and he will end up in exile, tapping his 

way with a stick. He will be shown to be son and spouse of his mother, of the same seed as his 

father ~ and he will also prove to have been his killer (459 - 460). 

Teiresias's last words are to tell Oedipus to go inside and think about what he has just 

said. If Oedipus finds that Teiresias was wrong, then he may say that Teiresias is not a prophet, 

pccvuKfj pr|5ev cppoveiv (462). We hear the echo of Creon's pompous lines ( d pf) (ppovco.etc.) 

and the ironic contrast with Oedipus's lack of (ppovnaic,. Instead, Oedipus has Seivotric,, the 

decidedly inferior quality.90 Naturally, the horror that all these prophecies imply is too monstrous 

ever to be countenanced by Oedipus. Either because he knows he is not capable of these acts or 

perhaps because he unconsciously91 realizes he is guilty, Oedipus will not and cannot accept this 

89Dawe's pedestrian comment on this powerful and beautiful line is disappointing: "A line famous not so much for 
the accusatives of respect which it enshrines as for its repeated x sounds. These may be purely fortuitous, because 
the definite article and xe can hardly help having them. In any case the intellectual weight of such words is 
negligible, and any effect achieved seems to bear no relation to the underlying sense. Certainly there is nothing 
inherent in the letter x to make it especially redolent of anger and contempt." I highly doubt the sounds are 
"fortuitous." The line is a finely crafted one and is as evocative as it is alliterative. 
90Aristode's Ethics 6. 
91Kirkwood (1958), p. 129. 
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new version of the old predictions. Indeed, the last time he heard them, he fled Corinth to prevent 

their fulfilment. What does Teiresias expect Oedipus to do inside? Possibly Oedipus could find 

answers to his own questions as well as the prophecies of Teiresias "inside," since this is where 

Jocasta is. Clearly, the chorus are of no help. They look to Oedipus for direction and will not 

believe anything against him without proof. Perhaps it was anger and not reasoned judgment that 

forced his accusations from him, they temporize, aXX' r\XQe pev Sfj tomo tooveiSoq iax 

dv/opyfj PiocaGev paAAov fi Yvcbpn cppevcov (523 - 524). And yet, they are also ambivalent 

(oine 6OKOOVX' ow dnocpdaKovG' 485 - 486). 

iv) Oedipus and Jocasta 

e'iOe /UTJnore yvoinq 8g et... (1068) 

Jocasta's first appearance (634 - 862) 

The action of the drama is over one third finished by the time Jocasta appears on the scene 

(634). A reference in the prologue to TOKOIOI xe dyovoiq yovaiKtiiv, "the barren labour pangs 

of women" (26 - 27), is the first mention of the calamity afflicting Thebes. The plague is like a 

negative-image response to the fecundity of Jocasta: when she should have been barren, she was 

not. Her superfecundity (Oedipus, to start, and then her inbred children) is an affront to the 

natural order. The natural course of things has been subverted by this refusal to comply with the 

original oracle to Laius not to engender offspring. And so, the barrenness of the city reflects the 

barrenness that should have been Jocasta's. 

In this scene, Jocasta plays the maternal role of conciliator, and a world-weary one at that. 

In contrast, the men are like squabbling children. Her words cut into the quarrel with a reminder 

of the gravity of the city's situation. This woman has learned to her cost how fruitless and how 

pernicious words can be. We are reminded that apparent truths can ruin whole lives (viz., the 

prophecy which led to her exposure of Oedipus). The quarrel Creon and Oedipus are engaged in 
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is petty, TO pn8ev aA/yoc, (638), compared to the national calamity and the private burden of past 

grief which Jocasta bears. 

Oedipus tells Jocasta about the quarrel: Creon has accused him of murdering Laius (703). 

Strictly speaking, not Creon but Teiresias has said this (362, 573), but as far as Oedipus is 

concerned, these two are co-conspirators and the latter is merely the former's mouthpiece. Here 

Sophocles shows us a man who has become so enraged at the insult to his integrity that he has 

lost all sense of perspective. Neither one of the "conspirators" is worth distinguishing from the 

other. Nevertheless, Jocasta comes right to the point: did Creon know this for a certainty or did 

he learn it from someone else (704)? Jocasta has reason to enquire. When she learns that a seer 

(705) has been responsible for these words, she does not hesitate to disabuse Oedipus of the 

notion that seers possess prophetic knowledge (709). Apollo is a different matter. Jocasta dare 

not go as far as deny a god his power, but his lackeys are contemptible. The prophecy regarding 

Laius was certainly not fulfilled. He ought to have died at the hands of their son. But, instead, he 

died at the hands of foreign robbers at the crossroads (715 - 716). The painful story of her child 

she disposes of in three terse lines (716-719). So great is the trauma of remembrance that she 

apparently "forgets" that the baby was not handed by Laius to others, eppiyev aAAcov x e P°"i v 

(719), but by herself (1171), as the herdsman later testifies. But in her zeal to soothe Oedipus, 

she has gone too far in remembering ~ right down to the detail of the crossroads. This is typically 

Sophoclean: in the sweeping generalities made by the characters, insignificant, sometimes 

contradictory, details are tossed in, almost like afterthoughts (e.g., "But you made no search for 

the killer," says Oedipus (567) although in 291, the chorus have reported, "He was said to have 

been killed by people on the road."; "His appearance was not far from .yews," (743) says Jocasta 

when Oedipus's physique truly is his father's.). It is in these details that an excruciating sense of 

anxiety is heightened in Oedipus and that suspense is maintained in the audience. 

Oedipus's suspicions are roused and he is compelled to give voice to them (727). And the 

audience wonder how Oedipus has never heard it before, if, as Jocasta says, the story is common 
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knowledge and there is a standard version of it still current (731). In the space of twenty-two 

lines (716-738), Oedipus has been taken from the empyrean heights of certainty to the most 

dismal depths of gnawing suspicion: 

co Zeo, t i poo 8paaai PePooAeoaai ftepi; 

O Zeus! What have you planned to do with me? 
(738) 

This dreadful cry reminds us that Oedipus himself never chose to do what was wrong but always 

sought to do what was right in the eyes of gods and men. It also suggests an awoken 

remembrance of the ultimate powerlessness of mortals in the grasp of a fate dealt out 

dispassionately by the father of the gods. In this line Oedipus is reduced and humbled, no longer 

the Kpatovcov or K p d T i a T o q ruler when faced with the might of the ruler of the gods. At this 

mid-point in the drama, the confidence of Oedipus begins to falter. In Jocasta's innocent 

description of Laius, it is possible to recall the reaction of Helen and Menelaus when they see 

Telemachus for the first time: he looks very much like the father he has never seen.92 So does 

Oedipus look like his, according to Jocasta: popcpfjc, xfjc, afjq, "he looked like you" (743). 

The full horror of Oedipus's situation is not yet manifest. He thinks only that he may be a 

regicide and now believes he has thrown himself unwittingly under a curse because of it (745). 

He is dreadfully afraid, moreover, that Teiresias "could see after all," ocGopco pf] pXencov (747). 

The circumstantial evidence is mounting up: the "three roads," ev ipiTtXatq dpa îxotc, (716), the 

"one four-wheeled waggon," dnf|vT|...uia (753), the "five companions," nevx'...oi ôpnocvxec; 

(752), are all indicators significant enough to indict him.93 His unthinking and precipitate 

behaviour has undone him. Oedipus is aware of his own propensity for rash behaviour, yet seems 

unable to help himself: 

SeSoiK"' epocwov, co yovai, pfj noXX ayocv 
eipnuev fj poi. 

91Odyssey 4.142-150. 
93The numbers here are so specific that in contrast the number of the killers is made to appear tantalizingly vague. 
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I fear, O wife, that I have said too much. 
(767 - 768). 

The Delphic pr)(8ev) dyav is woven into his cry of regret. Whatever the precipitate Oedipus 

does is either "excessive," dyav, like his speech, or lacking in understanding of self. He violates 

the prime dicta of Delphi over and over (cf. 1068).94 When he should ponder carefully, he reacts 

instead: reflexion is not his forte. What he hears at a banquet one day is "something that should 

have given him pause," Octopacat pev dcjia (777). Even he sees that he should not have 

overreacted: aTcooSfjĉ .Tfjc, epfjc, OOK a^ia, "it was not deserving of my rash behaviour" (778). 

Being called a supposititious child (780), he shows the spirit of enquiry which is to be the 

unravelling of his life's riddle. He is never satisfied with the answers he gets (unless they are from 

Jocasta), whether from his supposed parents or Creon or Teiresias, and though he accepts those 

from the oracle's mouth, he tries to circumvent them.95 He recognizes his own impetuosity (778) 

and capacity for violence (807). He is a man who clings to hope till the very last stone has been 

turned: toaotnov y eati poi tfjc, eA-TciSoq, "I have this much hope" (836). 

The powerful predictions reiterated in 791 - 793 (that Oedipus would sleep with his 

mother, produce an unholy brood96 and slay his father) had been long forgotten: his sons are of 

an age to take care of themselves: dv5pec, eioiv (1460). He has been a successful ruler for 

almost a generation. The prophecy must have seemed like a distant nightmare.97 Even Jocasta 

94Jocasta cries, co SvxJitoTu.', ei9e \i-f\noxe Yvoinc, bq el, "O wretch, may you never know who you are!" We 
remember that the mother of Narcissus was warned that her son would be safe as long as he did not "get to know 
himself (Ovid, Met, iii.348). 
95Burkert (1991), p. 11: "The investigation takes four moves, separated by choral odes; three times a move ends 
with a deceptive stalemate, with a new stage of illusion; and then an unimpeachable truth comes out in the end. In 
the process the poet makes use of linguistic ambivalence in a most sophisticated manner, so that again and again 
the words of Oedipus are true, too true in a sense of which he is unaware, a sense which is devastating for himself." 
96Perhaps the "whole brood" was not unholy. Ismene seems to escape unscathed while Antigone will hang herself 
and their brothers will kill each other. 
9 7I must disagree with Ahl (1991), p. 42, who states that "Oedipus has spent much of his life trying in vain to 
discover who he is." He thinks he knows who he is for most of his life and has not yet come to suspect that he may 
be the son of Jocasta and the man he slew. 

file:///i-f/noxe
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says a little later that many mortals have had dreams of "sleeping with their mother"98 (981 - 982) 

but, of course, no-one takes these dreams seriously. 

As Oedipus retells the story of his trip to and from Delphi, he is vivid and honest. 

Oedipus, who is scrupulously specific on the details (SmAotq Kevxpoiai etc., 809), has killed "the 

whole lot of them" (TOOC, cjopnavtac,, 813), or so he thinks. He says nodco 5i' opyfjc, (807), 

unabashedly admitting that his temper blinded him in this outburst of (justifiable) violence. For 

the playwright makes it clear that it is Laius who sees Oedipus first (KCCI U.' 6 npeafivc, cbq opd) 

and waits for a chance to "strike from the carriage" (oxooq Ttapoxneixovcoc TupTicjaq, 808). 

Recalling that he has cursed the regicide, Oedipus gives voice to the fear that he has 

actually cursed himself. He is preparing to go into exile once more unless the witness can prove 

him innocent and support what Jocasta has said. Jocasta, however, does not know that she has 

said anything significant or "odd" (Tiepiaaov 9 9 841). But for Oedipus, there is special significance 

to be derived from the "number" of killers (844). If more than one are the killers, then Oedipus is 

free of guilt in the regicide, for one cannot be equal to many: oo yap yevorc' dv etc, ye xotq 

noXXoiq i'aoc, (845). Why are the numbers which were so specific in 747 - 752 so tantalizingly 

vague on the subject of the "killers"? It almost appears that Oedipus thinks the puzzle of the 

killing can be solved like a mathematical equation. The weight of evidence will necessarily "shift 

in favour of a guilty verdict" for him, xoopyov eiq epe penov (847). But for now, the story does 

not add up. 

Jocasta wants to believe that what has been said and done must stand. Once something is 

stated, it achieves a sort of oracular status: what the herdsman has said cannot be repudiated 

98Burkert (op. cit.), p. 8, quoting M. Delcourt, says that mother-incest is regularly associated with a king's or 
tyrant's grasp for power. If we believe that Oedipus has become the "tyrant" (in a pejorative sense) of Thebes, then 
in this view he has "slept with his mother." 
"Note the mathematical possibility of the word (LSJ, s.v.). 
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(849). It seems strange that she should consider that oracles may lie100 but not ordinary folk. She 

persists stubbornly: if the whole city has heard the evidence, why, it must be true (850)! The 

murder of Laius was, necessarily, to have come from his son. Previously, she was cautious not to 

indict Apollo but only his attendants (711 - 712). But by now (853), all caution to the winds, she 

contemptuously flings the words SIKOUCOC, 6p96v ("straight") and the epithet Ao^iaq ("oblique") 

in contemptuous juxtaposition (853). Apollo is well-named. Throughout this story, his 

prophecies appear to have been abstruse. Jocasta finds that they miss the mark or she takes them 

out of proper context. Bushnell101 observes: "Like the sphinx's riddle, which brings together the 

ages of man, Oedipus the King merges Oedipus's many encounters with Apollo and his prophet, 

which are all encounters with silence." That is, Oedipus cannot get full or appropriate answers. 

Rejecting prophecy outright, ooxt pavcetaq (857), Jocasta swears she "would never do Oedipus 

an unfriendly act," ooSev ydp av npd^aip' av cov ob aoi tpiX.ov (862). Little does she know 

that every action she performs, every word she utters at this point, by way of explication, is 

calculated to destroy him piece by piece. And now, Jocasta goes inside, leaving the chorus to 

comment on the previous action. 

Jocasta's Second Appearance (911 - 1072) 

In her next entrance (911), Jocasta announces her intention to go to the shrines of the 

gods as a suppliant. She muses on the character of Oedipus: he is an easily excitable and 

suggestible individual, incapable of judging new occurrences by the standards of the past and 

easily distressed by anyone who seeks to distress him, 

b\i/ot> ydp ai'pei Gupov Oi5i7too<; dyav 
Xo/taiai TtavToiaiaiv oi)5' bno\ dvf)p 
evvooc, i d Kaivd -rote, rcdXai teKpaipetai 
dX.X.' eaii TOO AeyovToc,, nv tpopooq Xiyn. 

(914-917) 

1 0 0The corruption of the oracle at Delphi was apparently generally accepted at the time Sophocles was composing 
this work. 
101Bushnell (1988), p. 67. 
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As a last resort, she comes to Apollo who is the "nearest," CXYXICTTOC, (919), in more ways than 

one, though she does not yet know it: it was he who gave the oracle to Laius and it was he who 

caused the plague. She worries that the passion in Oedipus is catching and "they all shrink from 

contact with him in his madness," cbq vov OKVoopev navxec, ejcTtenA/riYpevov (922). 

Before Jocasta can perform her rites, she is interrupted by a messenger (911). This is a 

recurrent theme in the play: when things appear to move towards some kind of resolution, there 

is an interruption or distraction (cf. Oedipus's visit to Pytho, 788 - 790; Teiresias and Oedipus, 

435 - 437; the messenger's arrival, 924). In the first instance, Pytho denounces Oedipus's future 

crimes, when he is asking about his identity. In the second, Teiresias's introduction of information 

regarding the "wisdom" of Oedipus's parents is a deliberate move by the prophet to retaliate for 

Oedipus's insults and stir his anger. In the third, Sophocles arranges the "fortuitous" entrance of 

the messenger. But, at base, each of these occurrences serves the purpose of "distracting" 

Oedipus from the issue under discussion. The messenger, upon asking, is told by the chorus 

where the house of Oedipus is situated. He is also told that "his wife is mother," yovfj 6e pfrrrip 

fj5e (928) ~ mother "of his children," xcov Keivoo TEKVCOV, to be specific. This juxtaposition of 

the two nouns, "mother" and "wife" is curious, at the least. 

The message is a "two-edged one, both of joy and of sorrow" (938), just like the earlier 

message of Creon (87). Polybus102 has died, which is sad, but this means happiness of another 

sort for Oedipus who fled Corinth for fear of killing his father (947 - 948). Thus, Jocasta's 

suppliant prayer to Apollo (920) appears to have been fulfilled and the prophecies negated: 

Polybus has been killed "at the hand of chance," npoq xfjc, T\>XT)<; (949), she says, not by Oedipus. 

Chance, too, rules over men's fates and humans are powerless, according to Jocasta, as they have 

"no clear foreknowledge of anything," 7ip6voia...oo5ev6q aacpfy; (978). Mortals have no choice 

but to live "however they can or at random," eiKfj Kpdxiaxov £fjv, OTtcoq Sbvano xiq (979), as 

1 0 2 Ahl (1991), p. 43, claims that "from then on, the search for his identity obsesses Oedipus to the exclusion of all 
else." Again, I find that this is clearly not the case. It is not till line 1016 that Oedipus learns Polybus was not his 
father. 
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though an irregular pattern of life would be more likely to escape the all-encompassing notice of 

Tyche. Jocasta has been confirmed in her fatalism. In the struggle between Oedipus and Tyche, 

the latter is sure to win out. If Oedipus fears marrying his mother, he may take comfort in the 

knowledge that many103 men have, in dreams as well as in oracles, bedded their mothers, 

TcoAXoi ydp f|5n K O C V oveipaoiv ppotcov 
pn/tpi cyoveovdcGnaav. 

(981) 

Her implication is that oracles no less than dreams are without meaning. 

The following interchange between the messenger and Oedipus reveals that Oedipus left 

Corinth for fear of harming his parents. He has, in fact, gone to extraordinary lengths to ensure 

their safety from him, at great emotional cost to himself, since it is very sweet to look upon the 

faces of one's parents, 

aXX opooq 
xd x&v xeKovtcov oppccG' fi5icnov pXerceiv 

(998 - 999). 

Polybus, it turns out, though, is no more related by blood to Oedipus than the messenger was, but 

yet he is equal to him, 00 pdA.A.ov oo5ev xoo5e idv8p6(;, aXX i'aov (1018). In this case "equal" 

means "nothing" (cf. 845). 

The balance has been shifted slightly again (cf. 961: apixpd TcaXaid acbpax' eovdĉ ei 

poTcf|). This time it does not "put an old man to a gentle rest," but provokes anxiety in the breast 

of Oedipus. The "lucky chance," xoxtbv (1025), which gave Oedipus to the messenger occurred 

in the TCTOxatq of Cithaeron. Is this "chance"? "Chance" or what "happened" to him also gave 

him his name (1036). The person who "chanced upon" him when he was exposed knows the 

103Burkert (1991) notes that Herodotus (6.107), Livy (1.56.10-12) and Plutarch (Caesar, 32.9) all have stories 
which involve sleeping with or kissing one's mother. The usual interpretation is that "mother" equals 
"motherland," and that "sleeping" with this mother implies rulership over it. 
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secret of his name (1039). And this person is one whom Oedipus and Jocasta have already 

summoned in another matter (769), as the Chorus point out (1051 - 1052). 

At 987, Jocasta has considered the death of Oedipus's putative father as a "great source of 

joy," peyaq y ' 6cp9aA.p6<;, . The next time she speaks (1056), it is clear by her balbutience that 

she has finally understood the truth and is vainly tumbling to prevent its revelation. Yet it is 

unreasonable to expect Oedipus, who is nothing if not thorough, to cease his enquiry at this point 

(1060 - 1061). The inevitable "bursts out as it must," onoioc xpfi^ei pnyvtnco (1076). But once 

again Oedipus is deflected from a truth that is impossible to bear. The worst he can imagine now 

is that he is base-born (1062 - 1063). He has even forgotten that he is searching for the previous 

king's killer, so intent is he now on finding his true parentage. Although he is assuredly headed 

straight on the path to self-destruction, Jocasta wishes one thing only, that he never know himself, 

ei'Be p f p r o x E yvoiriq oc, et (1068), another impossibility. Fantastical though it may be, she seems 

to be willing to continue as his wife if he will play the husband. Ironically, Jocasta will never say 

a word to him again (1072), while Oedipus goes out of the third epeisodion in a blaze of 

determination to find out the truth no matter the cost. It is not possible for him to be other than 

he is, 7tcu8a ir\c, xoxric, (1080), a child of whatever chance comes his way, and its vagaries. He 

waxes and wanes along with his "kinsmen" months, oi 8e aoYyevetc, pfjvec, pe piKpov Kai 

peyav 8icbpiaav (1082 - 1083). He has no more control over his destiny than the oceans have 

over their tides. Like a child of nature, he bends to the cycle of the seasons. Meanwhile, he 

thinks that Jocasta, like the "typical woman," is worried about Oedipus's social status (1078). 

Can we not see that Jocasta and Oedipus are like the carriage and traveller meeting on the narrow 

road to Delphi? Only one can survive this encounter. 
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e) Oedipus, the Messenger and the Herdsman (1110-1185) 

ra nccvT av E^TJKOI cracpfj... (1182) 

Now that Jocasta is gone and the chorus have performed the third stasimon, the 

messenger remains to remind the herdsman of the nursling he took from him so many years ago. 

This messenger recalls the days when both were herdsmen and knew each other very well over 

three six-month periods in pasturage with their flocks (1133 ff). The herdsman is chary, and there 

is a desperate humour in the interchange between him and the messenger as the former tries to 

dodge the questions of the latter. He reluctantly admits remembering but seems unwilling to co

operate. The herdsman is the last hurdle that Oedipus has to vault before all the information is 

laid before him. "Ruin seize you! Won't you keep quiet?" (OOK eiq 6A,e6pov; oo aiamfiaocc, eaei; 

1146), the herdsman shouts at the messenger from Corinth as he attempts vainly to prevent the 

crucial knowledge from being revealed. Just as first Teiresias (331) and then Jocasta (1056, 

1064) tried to prevent Oedipus's self-knowledge, so does this Theban herdsman: prophet, queen 

and slave, each in his own way, have an amazing loyalty and devotion to this tyrant. 

Oedipus, impatient as usual, threatens to make him "sing" if he does not speak as desired 

(1152). It is difficult for the old man to believe Oedipus would injure him, but regardless, 

Oedipus orders his hands pinned behind him (1154). The echo of Jocasta (1071) is heard in the 

pitying 86cn;r|vo<; (1155) of the herdsman, who finds himself on the horns of a dilemma: it were 

better he had died the day he saved Oedipus, while Oedipus tells him it will happen this day if he 

does not tell the truth. Yet the herdsman thinks he is destroyed even if he does. In desperation to 

delay the horrible truth, he plays with words. Oedipus's rage swells again (1160), and the 

herdsman is pushed to repeat that it was indeed he who rescued the child long ago. 

Although Oedipus has prised an ambiguous admission regarding his parentage from the 

unwilling lips of the herdsman, he has not yet grasped the significance of the statement. For while 

the herdsman shrinks from the horror of speaking, Oedipus also feels the same horror of hearing 
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(1169 - 1170). The fateful revelation: KEIVOO ye toi 8fi naxq EKXTI^EG', "the child was called 

his" (1171) is a pared down report of the truth. The unfortunate herdsman is quick to pass the 

burden of responsibility on to Jocasta as she previously passed on her burden (of infant Oedipus) 

to him (1173). But Oedipus insists on hearing from this independent source. Hence every detail 

is exposed: he learns that Jocasta was responsible for handing her own infant over to Laius to be 

destroyed (1173), through her terror of the evil prophecy predicting that he would kill his father 

(1176). Oedipus thus learns that he was born doomed, Sooranpoc, YEyax; (1181). With this 

choice of words, Sophocles lets us know that this truly is a "tragedy of fate."104 

A cry of grief comes from Oedipus, iob too (1182), as he accepts that all has come to 

pass as promised. In foreshadowing of his self-blinding, he asks that he may look on his last light. 

He has been discovered "born" from parents he should not have been, "married" to one to whom 

he should not be married, and "killing" yet another he should not have: (poq...6piAcov...KTavcbv 

(1184 - 1185), the participles fall like hammer blows, reinforcing the unpalatable message which 

he should have learned long ago. Despite his apparent anguish, his mission is now accomplished, 

the puzzle solved. He is a wild success. The accusations of Teiresias are proven (353, 362, 366-

367) and the prophecies of Teiresias (373, 418 - 428, 451 - 459) are being fulfilled. Oedipus 

rushes into the palace to find Jocasta, intending presumably to kill her (1255) before taking his 

own life. 

f) Oedipus "Exposed" for the Second Time (1223 - 1421) 

& Seiva Spdcrccg... (1327) 

The Sixth Epeisodion 

The fourth stasimon of the chorus completed, the exangelos relates what has transpired in 

the palace. Some of the most beautiful phraseology in the play is found in the testimony of this 

l04Pace Burkert (1991), p. 17. 
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obviously sympathetic retainer. First he describes Jocasta's mad dash into her bedchamber and her 

ravings. Her summation of her marriage in its alliterative poetry strikes to the heart: ec; av8poc, 

dv8pa Kai TEKV' EK TEKVCOV TEKOI (1250). The messenger cannot describe how she perished: 

Oedipus prevented the spectacle from being seen (1252 - 1253). 

As Oedipus now "ranges," (cpoua, 1255) in a "maddened frenzy," (kvaa&vxi, 1258), it 

is some higher power which directs him in this sixth epeisodion, X-oaarovTi 8' amcp 8aip6vcov 

8£iKvoai TIC, (1258). The pace of the messenger's narrative is rapid, the events which till now 

have unfolded slowly and in riddling fashion are told bluntly yet tearfully. The frenzy of Oedipus 

is reflected in this gripping re-enactment of the final horrors. We learn that no mortal had a hand 

in directing Oedipus to Jocasta but that he is now being led swiftly and unerringly by "some 

<mysterious> guide" to a resolution, cbc, bcp' fyyn'coo tivoq (1260). The identity of the guide as 

Oedipus has already inferred (994 ff.) is Apollo/Loxias. As the raging comes to a climax, Oedipus 

becomes other than human. No longer godlike (31) now but like a dumb animal, 8£ivd 

PpoxnOEtc, tdAac, (1265), he bellows his grief. The audience are almost left behind by the 

breakneck speed at which Oedipus's world collapses and is rearranged by the non-human agent 

who started it all with the lop-sided (Ao^iac,)105 prophecy to Laius. 

From line 1265, the references to eyes, sight and related concepts multiply. When 

Oedipus sees Jocasta, OTCCOC, opa viv (1265), he loses control. The sight within the house is 

terrible, 8Eivd 8' fjv Tdv0£v8' opav (1267). He strikes the sockets of his own orbs with the 

brooches he has picked up, ertataEV dp0pa xcov amoo KOKA.G)V (1270). In trying to escape the 

"hand" of the killer in line 140 (notamri XEipi), Oedipus has now ironically become its victim. 

The very fate that befell Laius has befallen him: damage by the hand of Oedipus. He wills that 

those eyes never see what evils he has committed (1271 - 1272). He craves darkness for the 

remainder <of his life>, since his eyes "should see in darkness those they never should have seen, 

1 0 5This epithet for Apollo appears four times in the O. T., once in the Electro, but nowhere else in Sophocles. 
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and fail to recognise those he wished to know."106 The scene is deeply pathetic: a hysterical king 

literally beside himself with the horror which comes from excessive knowledge and sight. We 

might argue that the blinding comes as a relief to a surfeit of enlightenment and not as an 

atonement107 for the impious actions of Oedipus. Whitman observes that Oedipus seeks to "know 

his true self by shutting out the deception of the outer world which <he> has completely seen 

through."108 Yet, all the deceptions have been revealed as such and Oedipus has already 

rediscovered his "true self by means of the various characters. There must be a limit to further 

revelations; the blindness imposed on Oedipus by his own hand comes down like a curtain on the 

the dramatic action. From that point on, a mutilated and anguished Oedipus dictates the rather 

disjointed and desultory dialogue which follows. He pours forth a veritable fountain of verbal 

self-analysis of the "deceptions" of the outer world rather than seeking to exclude them. 

Ironically, he seems to use the blinding to focus his mental energies on the act of self-

understanding. Atonement would seem to be the last thing Oedipus deals with and, ultimately, 

whatever atonement he offers appears unsatisfyingly ambiguous. 

The simplistic moralizing of the messenger seems too much and too late: as Teiresias had 

promised (430), the day has proven the undoing of Oedipus. The double helping of woe (1249) is 

now a quadrupled one: axevaypoq, atr|, Gdvaxoc,, aiaxovr) (1284). Anything that could go 

wrong has gone wrong (1285). A great man's reversal is tritely summed up in 1282 - 1285: 

Oedipus was happy once and "rightly" so, 8iKaicoc,. But this very day, every misery is his. 

The chorus gently draw us back to the mental state of Oedipus: 6 xXfiptov ev TIVI oxoXr\ 

KOCKOO; (1286), "Does the wretched man have some surcease from his misfortune?" But 

Oedipus needs to wallow in his guilt, shouting out that he be allowed to expose his act of 

parricide to his people (1288) and worse, the unspeakable acts with his mother. The messenger 

seems almost coy as he shies away from these acts. Teiresias never suffered from this excess of 

106Lloyd-Jones (op. cit). 
107Reinhardt (loc. cit.) 
108Whitman (1966), p. 43. 
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prudery (367)! A n d , in regard to the more practical details, Oedipus has neither the strength to 

cast himself out of his home nor a guide to lead him away. 

Second Kommos and Exodos 

The chorus appear finally to understand the horror of Oedipus: it seems he has been the 

victim of a divinity. The mysterious madness which "has come upon him," TcpocjePn (1300), is 

now identified with a god "leaping upon" him, nr\5r\aaq (1300), as before it leapt upon (263) the 

unfortunate Laius. The chorus are transfixed by their fascination with Oedipus. They want to 

"question," "find out from" and, most of all, "look upon" Oedipus, noXX avepeaGai, noXXa 

TtoGeaGai., 7ioX.X.d 8' dBpfjcai (1304 - 1305), "so great a horror does he inspire in them," x o i a v 

ippiKnv Tcapexeiq poi (1306). Ironically, they cannot get enough of Oedipus at the very moment 

that he has decided he has had too much of himself. 

A s Oedipus wonders where he can go and where he can be heard (1309 - 1310), he seems 

to have forgotten that Teiresias has already told him, at least as far as his cries are concerned, viz. 

Cithaeron (421). And as he says that the "god has leaped too far," id) 8atpov, iv' ec;f|A.oo (1311), 

we wonder how far would have been "just enough" to bear. The chorus tell Oedipus that he 

should go where he cannot be heard or seen, where the sensory overload on them can be relieved. 

He bears "a twofold pain," of "physical" and of "psychic" scarring: 8mX.a ae TtevGetv Kai binXa 

ippovetv KaKd (1320). 

The chorus gentle Oedipus with their solicitude (1319 - 1320), and he begins to respond: 

the chorus are "steadfast" in their loyalty, uoviuoc, (1321), and care for him even in his blindness 

(1322). And so, they have the courage to ask why he has dared to blind himself and which 

divinity was responsible: 

& Seivd Spdaac,, TCCOC, e%Xr\q T o i a O x a adc, 
oiL/eic, p a p a v a i ; xiq a' ercfjpe Saipovcov; 

(1327- 1328). 
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Oedipus now indicts Apollo as the author of his misfortunes but he recognizes himself as the god's 

agent: 

'AnoXXav T&8' fjv, 'AnoXXcov, cpiXoi, 
6 KOCKOC, KOCKOC IEX&V epa i d 8 ' epd n&Geoc. 
enaiae 8' aoxoxEip viv oimc,, aXX' eycb xAocpcov. 

(1329 - 1331) 

Depriving himself of his eyes is a natural consequence of realizing that "sight" is only worthwhile 

i f there is something "sweet" to look upon: 

xi y a p eSei p' opav, 
6T(O y opcovti pnSev fjv ISetv yXwzi); 

(1334 - 1335) 

It is an Oedipus deprived who begs to be led from his land. There is nothing left to see, love or 

hear (1337 - 1338). But even in his ruin (1341) he is superlative: KatapaToxa-coq and 

exSpoToccoc, to gods and mortals both. These superlative abilities damn him at a nadir of 

accursedness and hatefulness, for he is not an Oedipus of half-measures. 

The chorus recognize that Oedipus is "equal both in his misfortune and in his 

understanding thereof," TOO VOO TTJC, TE aopcpopac, i'aov (1346). A balance of sorts has finally 

been achieved: the equation is truly an equation. He has done a thorough job. The chorus 

remark that had he died as an infant, he would not have shed a father's blood or ended up the 

spouse of his own mother (1358 - 1359). Their opinion is that he would have been better off 

dead than blind, KpEioacov yap fjaGa priKex' a>v fj £a>v ixxpXoq (1368). If this is so, why has 

Oedipus chosen to blind rather than kill himself? Even in this action, Oedipus has fulfilled the 

wish of the god as prophesied by Teiresias (454). He has not been able to choose the manner of 

his birth or the type of his marriage. A man cannot force the gods to do what they do not wish to: 

aXX' dvayKocaai GEOIX; 
av pf) GEAXOOIV 008' av ETC, 8 o v a u ' dvfip. 

But one man could not force gods to do what 
they do not wish to. 

(280-281) 
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It would seem wise to remember that Oedipus never intended to commit the acts which fate 

decreed him. In all respects, he wished to be the ally of the god (cf 244), not his enemy. In 

order to satisfy Apollo, Oedipus has had to commit the ultimate in blasphemies (parricide and 

incest); but in satisfying the Apolline oracles, Oedipus has become, paradoxically, both the god's 

ally and his enemy. Forcing a god is not, after all, possible. Compliance with a god may result in 

destruction for a mortal but it serves the divine purpose nonetheless. 

At a point in the drama, where we would expect finally a humbled, even chastened 

Oedipus, this person does not exist. Oedipus takes charge once more: yd\ p' EKSiSaoKe, pn5e 

aopPooX.eo' eti, "do not instruct me, do not advise me even now," he tells the chorus (1370). 

He explains the horrific choice109 he has made in blinding himself: his deeds were "too bad for the 

hanging" (Kpeiaoov' dyxovnc, eipyaapeva, 1374) and he could not have looked upon his 

parents (in Hades) when he died, 

eyco ydp OOK OI8' oppoccuv rtoioic, pX-erctov 
TtcrcEpa TCOT' av TcpoaetSov eic, "A1800 poAxbv. 

(1371 - 1372) 

It was not possible for the noblest man in Thebes to have to look upon the children and the 

symbols of the city either (1375 - 1379). In truth, he would rather be blind, deaf and witless 

(1389 - 1390), all of which he previously attributed to Teiresias (371). He would rather lock 

himself up in his wretched body (1388) and have done with human society. 

In fact, he now understands the benefits of removing his sensory perceptions. What the 

messenger was unable to put into words (o\)5e pnxd poi, 1289), Oedipus spits out like a perverse 

litany: the three paths tpetq KeX.eo0oi (1398), the crossing of the three roads, TpircA.au; 68oT<;, 

(1399), the shedding of his own blood in his father's, toopov atpa xcov epcov %z\.pG>v a r [ o / 

...Tcoctpoc, (1400 - 1401), the marriage that produced him, ydpoi eipooaO' fipdc, (1403 - 1404), 

109Although this "choice" is predicted by Teiresias, Oedipus has considered killing himself as lines 1370 - 1374 
suggest. 

http://TpircA.au
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the one who in turn produced the incongruous and monstrous relationships, Tiatepccc, a5eA,(pooq, 

7tat8aq, cap' epcpoAaov, vopcpaq, yovaiKocc, prrtepac, %z, %&>n6aa ai'axiaT' ev avOpronoiaiv 

epya (1406 - 1408). 

He reaches a crescendo and then stops. He knows he should not verbalize actions which 

should not have been actualized (1409). Creon, in contrast, does not verbalize unless he knows 

for certain (cf. 1520). They must, perforce, cast him out or kill him, hide him, anything, as long 

as they, too, never see him again (1411 - 1412), although they should not fear to touch him. The 

evils he carries are not contagious: they are for no mortal to carry but him. What a grim 

reminder of the confident Oedipus of line 63, who had no idea then of the nature of the burden for 

which he so magnanimously volunteered! 

g) The Chorus 

eKrerapai <poBepdv (ppevoc Seipan naXXcov... (153) 

TheParodos(151 -215) 

At first the chorus are trustingly naive. They beseech the oracle for a voice which is a 

child of golden hope, a voice which is immortal (ro xpuoeaq T E K V O V 'EAmSoq, apPpote O&ua, 

157), words which belie their preliminary utterance (eKTeiapai (poPepav cppeva 5eipati 

naXXcov, 153), and it is hard to believe this contention of theirs that they are "stretched taut and 

shaking with terror in their soul." The gods whom they confidently invoke are xpiaaoi 

dXecjipopoi, a trinity of averters of fate (163), the natural children of Zeus: Athene the goddess 

of wisdom, Artemis goddess of the hunt and Phoebus, god of light and music. His unvoiced 

name, however, is Apollo, the Destroyer. These three are styled GoyaTnp Aioq apPpoToq 

(immortal daughter of Zeus), ycuocoxoc, (protector of our country) and EKCCPOXOC, (farshooter). 

This triad of gods seems most appropriate, as it was the wisdom (Athene) of Oedipus which 

installed him in Thebes; it is a prophecy which will engage Oedipus in a hunt (Artemis) for justice; 
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and it is Oedipus's fate to meet with enlightenment (Phoebus) which is also his "destruction"110 

(Apollo). 

The chorus bear innumerable sorrows (167 - 168), and can find no weapon of thought, 

008' evi (ppovriSoc, eyxoc, (170). It is beyond their capabilities to find an intellectual solution to 

the problem, for this is the realm of Oedipus. They are helpless in the face of the many deaths 

they see as the souls of Thebans, like birds, wing their way to the shore of the "western (evening) 

god"111: 

dX.X.ov 8' dv dAAcp TtpoaiSoic, a rcep e o T r r e p o v opviv 
KpeTacrov dpaipocKexoo rcopoc, oppevov 
dKtdv repot; ecTTcepoo 6eot>. 

(175 - 177) 

The image of thought as a weapon112 is unusual and exact. The one for whom "thought" is a 

weapon of defence is, of course, Oedipus, the Sphinx-killer. The chorus, indeed, will not 

themselves be trenchant or overly swift in thought. Slow but not slow-witted, they have the duty 

to ponder or weigh the evidence as it is presented them, like jurors in a difficult case. They must 

also call, with deference due, upon the gods to succour them in their dilemma. Hope, it is 

reiterated, must come to their aid (187 - 188). The chorus equate the pestilence which ravages 

them to a war even though "there is not a brazen shield in evidence" (be, vov dxaX-Koq do"Tci8cov, 

190). The chorus make a prediction which later is fulfilled in Oedipus. Darkness (ignorance) is 

vanquished by light (knowledge), and one day uncovers the long night of his error (cf. 438): 

ei' xi v b t , ottpfj 
TOOT' en fjpocp epxexai, 

If night lets something escape, 
Daytime revisits it. 

(198 - 199) 

1 0I say "destruction" here for I do not believe that Oedipus is literally "destroyed" in this play. 
uHades is the western god here named (Dawe). 
12Later (1255), Oedipus will ask for an actual weapon, presumably to kill Jocasta. 
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In their last antistrophe (204 - 215), they call upon Apollo again. This time he is the Lycean lord, 

AOKEIOC, ctvac^ (204), not Ootpoc, (163) and both times they have neatly side-stepped his real 

name, "AnoXXmv (Destroyer, q.v. dnoXA-oxai , 1251). The epithets are "light" and "shining". 

After all, this is an ode to hope and resolution of conflict. Their confidence is reflected in the 

images of light, fire, gold and brightness: Artemis's flashing torches, no(p6pooc,...ai'y>,a<; (206 -

207) as she bounces about the Lycian (or light-filled?) hills, Bacchus with his gold head-band, 

Xpoaopixpav, <our ally> with the bright flaming torch, cpXeyovi' dyXaami < > 1 1 3 TCEOKCX (213 

- 215). These are the allies, these the weapons in the armamentarium against the god who is 

dnoTipoc, ev OEOIC,, not honoured among the gods (215). The chorus which seeks enlightenment 

from the golden child of hope is hopelessly optimistic, even deceived. Contused in their 

identification of the "enemy" god (Ares, popularly understood to be the most hated114), they have, 

ironically, called upon the perpetrator of the plague (Apollo) to solve the visitation of sickness 

upon the populace. As we have already learned, they are not the only ones mistaken in their 

understanding of events or the causation of such events. They join Oedipus, Jocasta and the 

lesser characters in this ignorance. As we leave the parodos, we also note that nowhere has the 

actual name of Oedipus been used. 

The First Stasimon (lines 463 - 512) 

This stasimon comes straight after Teiresias's prophecies, which have been scorned and 

rejected by Oedipus. The chorus seem not to react to Teiresias's interpretation of the oracle. 

Instead, they continue in their "ignorance" of the perpetrator of the regicide. At this point, the 

incest and parricide are not obviously at issue, though the chorus make a veiled reference to 

dppr|T' dppfVccov115(465), the unspeakable of unspeakables. Is there some deeper significance? 

Similar sentiments are voiced by the second messenger when he is documenting the relationship 

between Oedipus and his mother (cf. ao8cov dvoai' OO8E pntd poi, 1289). Perhaps they are 

already accepting the fact that Oedipus has committed these two outrageous crimes. 

1 1 3The line is corrupt. Wolff postulated otiuuaxov which Jebb accepts. 
114ex0icToc, 8e p.oi eccn 6ecov," says Zeus, Iliad, 5.890. 
1 1 5LSJ, s.v.: "deeds without a name" but also "shameful to be spoken". 
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The colours of the parodos have changed: now cpoiviaiai xepoiv, bloodied hands (465), 

contrast with TOO vi<p6EVToc,...napvaaoo (474 - 475), the snowy-whiteness of Parnassus. The 

metre seems to reflect its animal imagery: aeXXaSec, ITCTCOI (466/467), *io"OTaopoc, 1 1 6 (478). 

Apollo is armed with the arms of his father's violence, rtopi Kai cnepoTcatc, (470), and the 

terrible unerring goddesses of doom, Se ivaL.Kf jpec , dvaTcX.dKn.Toi (471 - 472), are hot-footed 

on the track. The man being tracked is reduced to an uncivilized or inhuman status. He roams 

((pored, 476) in the wild wood ( ore' d y p i a v o X a v , (476 - 477) living in eaves and rocks ( d v T p a 

Kai TceTpac,, 1 1 7 477 - 478). Clearly Oedipus is the one who fits this description: wretched with 

wretched foot (peXeoq peXeq) TCOSI, 479), living alone ( xnpeocov, 480). The irony of this last 

does not go unnoticed: xnpeoeiv can also mean "to be a widower". Jocasta will have killed 

herself by the end of the play, and Oedipus will be left spouseless thereby. Whatever the chorus 

say has "meaning" but it is not always a meaning appropriate to the time and place. There is 

anachrony in their speech. They reflect the future, the past and present from a privileged vantage 

point. The prophecies from the mid-navel shrine that the unknown man (Oedipus) tries vainly to 

put from him still flit around him (480), a situation reminiscent of the twittering shades of the 

underworld as described by Homer. 

While the chorus are troubled, they are adamant: they are neither moved to approve nor 

to dispute Teiresias, the aotpoq oitovoOeTaq (483). A fact which troubles them is the lack of 

evidence for a dispute between the houses of Labdacus and Polybus. The chorus even shore up 

the popular support (eTciSapoc, cpaTiq, 496) which Oedipus enjoys. Here Oedipus is mentioned 

specifically by name. They grant that Zeus and Apollo know the truth (499), but between seer 

and chorus there is equal possibility of judging the truth correctly (Kpiaic, OOK EOTIV dXnOfiq, 

501). The chorus would more easily back Oedipus since he was actually seen to be wise (oocpoq 

1 1 6This line is corrupt. Jebb reads itexpac, *ic6'ca'opoc, while Dawe reads "fnexpaq cog xexupogt. Dawe is most dry 
in his commentary on this line: "...Blumenthal's courageous assertion that xavpoq is a pre-Greek word for man. 
Unhappily Sophocles did not write pre-Greek."! 
117jiexpatog is one of several conjectures here in this aforementioned corrupt line. 

http://dvaTcX.dKn.Toi
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<a(p0T|, 509) when the winged maiden came (mepoecc' fjA,6e Kopoc, 508). Twice now (494, 511), 

Oedipus has been "scored to the core" as in the manner of a metal on the touchstone. Each time 

his mettle has been proved. How can the audience fail to be moved by this simple oath of loyalty 

to Oedipus from the citizens? Though they may vacillate, they cannot condemn him (512). The 

jury is not convinced. 

The Second Stasimon (863 - 910) 

Jocasta has just agreed to send to find the sole surviving witness to the murder of Laius 

(861). She has also contemptuously rejected divine prophecy: 

&GIE oo^i pocvxeiac, y otv OOTE xfjS' eyd) 
p?i£V|rcap' av OOVEK' OOTE tfjS' av ttcnepov 

(857 - 858) 

Is it any wonder then, that the chorus start this stasimon with a prayer designed to counteract the 

blasphemy of the queen? They exhort destiny to find them pure in all speech and deeds before 

they start: 

EI poi cyuveiri (pepovxi 
potpoc TOCV e iSaemov dyveiocv Xoycov 
epycov TE Tidvicov 

(863 - 865) 

They defer to the "high-footed" laws of Zeus (866 - 867) and acknowledge him alone as their 

creator. These laws of Zeus are eternal and unchanging. The chorus would never go against 

them. The chorus realise that it is time to take sides and choose the Olympian over the mortal 

(867 - 869). It is the arrogance of Oedipus that has turned him into a tyrant (oPpic, (poxEOEi 

xopavvov, 873).118 Such a "tyrant" has Oedipus become that he is beyond acceding to the law of 

Zeus or any other higher power. Though the name of Oedipus has not been used in this stasimon 

(as in 495 previously), there have been two references to the "foot." First the high-footed laws 

1 1 8I disagree with Dawe's rewriting of this line (ftpptv cpmeuei -ropavvic,, 873). It seems to me that a great liberty 
is taken when he states in his note for this line: "But what Sophocles actually wrote was 'Tyranny begets Hybris', 
as printed in our text..." He goes on to defend this claim, wrongly I believe, in entering in evidence Lord Acton's 
famous commonplace, "Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts absolutely". 
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(866) and now the lack of foothold (878) for the one who contravenes these former.119 Hybris 

here may not be simply, aggressive violence of emotion or sexual lewdness or wantonness, but 

absence of purity and respect for religion.120 The rash carelessness and lack of restraint that led to 

the barbaric killing of Laius have also led to an unholy coupling with Jocasta. The situation 

Oedipus now finds himself in is likened to that of a climber. Once at the top of the gable, where 

does one expect to find the next foothold? The only possible course is a downward one, the 

course of doom where there will be no toehold for the one who was previously so good at 

"podiatric" exercises! 

In the struggle (likened to a wrestling match) for control of the city (noXei n&Xcaapoc, 

880), the chorus show a mercenary (cf. 889) readiness to back the winner. No longer is Oedipus 

their king who can do no wrong. Anyone who has passed that threshold of commonsense and 

attempts to "touch the untouchable" or "inviolate" (897) areas that are the gods' is foolishly 

(patdc^cov, 891) courting disaster. The chorus are ready to yield to "the god's" (Zeus's) 

judgment.. Their own role as chorus would be called into question if any person were to succeed 

in dishonouring the gods: ii 8et pe xopeoeiv; what use would be the sacred dance? (895). 

Lines 897 to 902 serve to reinforce the chorus's devotion to the god (Zeus) first and foremost. 

When they call upon m KpaTOvcov...Zel), na\n dvdaacov (903 - 904), we cannot help but recall 

that this epithet (Kpaxovcov) was first used of Oedipus (14) when there was still hope that he 

could work the miracles of a god. As this stasimon ends, the chorus lament that the prophecies 

of Laius appear to be fading from memory, losing their force, 

(pGivovxa yap Aa'ioo <7ia\.ai<paxa> 
Geacpaxa. 

(906 - 907). 

119Once more, I differ with Dawe in his note to this line (878): "There is no thematic connection with \)v|/i7to8e<;." 
Surely, it is no coincidence that these two words formed on the word "nov>q" are so closely juxtaposed. Without 
actually naming Oedipus, Sophocles has cleverly reminded us who is indeed the object of the chorus's concern. 
120Bollack (1990), pp. 552/553 writes that "Le sens attendu, presente dans presque tous les commentaires, fait voir 
dans l'insolence le terme oppose de la purete (ccyveiav, v. 864), illustree dans la strophe, l'absence de la religion 
dans la cite, qui engendre le pouvoir arbitraire...ou bien les exces du mauvais roi entraine par la simple possession 
du pouvoir..." 
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Yet obviously they are wrong: those prophecies, and reverence for Apollo, still have the power 

to move one person at least. Jocasta is, at this very moment, on her way to seek advice from the 

shrines of the gods (912). At issue is the status of the prophecies to do with the house of Laius. 

The Third Stasimon (1088 - 1109) 

This brief ecstatic interlude comes on the heels of Jocasta's desperate grief-stricken flight: 

she knows that Oedipus is her child while Oedipus, in his arrogance, believes she is shamed by his 

possible low birth. It is on this note that the chorus joyfully and inappropriately assume the role 

of prophet (ei'7iep eyri) pdvTie, eipi Kai Kocxd yvcbpav i'8piq, 1088): Oedipus is probably a 

native son of Cithaeron (Thebes). They seem not to have heard the same message as Jocasta. 

They anticipate the reunion of the child of chance (Oedipus) with the motherland that gave him 

birth (Thebes) and no other possibility is conceivable to them. They call upon Phoebus the healer 

(ifi't'e Ooipe, 1097) to find pleasure in the reunification of child and parent. The irony is not lost 

on the audience as Phoebus's predictions come to a ripe fruition and we anticipate the gloating 

satisfaction of a god who has had his desires fulfilled at the expense of a human being's happiness. 

The unfounded optimism of the chorus furnishes widely disparate paternities for Oedipus: is his 

father Pan, Loxias, Hermes or Bacchus? In a way, Oedipus is the natural son of Loxias. It was 

his prophecy (an oblique one at that) which brought him into being and also brought him along 

the path to his doom. The chorus speculate: is his mother one of the nymphs? One might accuse 

the chorus of willful blindness or sheer stupidity in the face of all the evidence. Yet one person 

only, so far, has been able to piece together the whole truth and she, Jocasta, has left in a suicidal 

anguish. The audience are left with one vain hope that the chorus are right, that there is another 

piece of the puzzle waiting to be turned up to complete a different picture from the one we are 

dreading will emerge. 
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The Fourth Stasimon (1186 - 1221) 

Now all hope is lost and the chorus have been disappointed in their expectations. All the 

pieces of the puzzle have been found and matched. There is a deep, fatalistic sorrow in the 

chorus: they intersperse the personal pronoun and related adjective (ae, aov) intermittently with 

more formal phrases as the "generations of mortals" are likened to "ones living lives fruitless and 

pointless," 

id) yeveoci Ppoxcov 
(be, bpccq i'aa Kai TO pn8ev ĉ tbaaq evapiGpoo 

(1186- 1187) 

Oedipus's tribulations fit a predictable pattern (tov aov TO rcapdSeiyp' ê cov, 1193, cf. Jocasta's 

call for randomness in living, 979). As Jocasta knew, no mortal can share in the art of the seer 

(cf. 709 and the chorus, 1088), nor can Oedipus have any share in happiness (1195). A man can 

only have the fleeting semblance of good fortune (1189 - 1192) and the perfect example (1193-

1194) can be summed up in the fate, Saipova (1194), of Oedipus. Lines 1197 to 1203 read like 

the epitaph of Oedipus. His name is not spoken but his successes are enumerated: he destroyed 

the crook-taloned maiden with her prophecies (1198 - 1200) and was called king (1202). He 

ruled with much honour in Thebes (1203), there being "none to match him" (Ka0' bneppoXdv, 

1196). 

In spite of his past glory, there is no-one more wretched in torments than this noble 

Oedipus who has lived with a reversal in fortune. The chorus are at a loss: both father and son 

have shared the same "harbour" (Jocasta), but Oedipus has gone one step further than Laius has 

done. He has played both paternal and filial roles. Reversal has occurred, ccXXaya pioo (1206). 

How could the "furrows belonging to his father" have borne this outrage so long in silence (1210 

- 1211)? How not, we might ask, with the doom of Apollo biding its time to manifest itself in the 

most dreadful fashion possible? 
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Time has finally found Oedipus out, "unwilling" though he may have been. The 

unwillingness, presumably, refers not to Oedipus's co-operation in seeking out the regicide but 

rather his unwillingness to commit, and his desperation to avoid, the predicted incest and 

parricide. Oedipus did not consciously will any of this. His monstrous marriage of "passive" and 

"active" contradictions (iov dyapov ydpov rcdXai teKvoovxa Kai lEKvoopevov, 1214 -1215) 

lies exposed. And though the chorus think that only time uncovered the situation against the will 

of Oedipus (1212), it was, also, ironically with the complete co-operation of Oedipus that the 

mystery was solved and the enigma resolved. He was, after all, considered the consummate 

puzzle-solver. Furthermore, the answer to the play's riddles was indeed Oedipus on all counts. A 

personal delusion is at an end: the one from whom the people of Thebes drew their life and the 

one who lulled them in security (1221) has been destroyed. 

Childlike, the chorus weep their love nonetheless: "If only I had never seen you, child of 

Laius" (1216). The roles are finally reversed: Oedipus is now the child to be comforted by the 

citizens (cf. 1, 58), but the other role he served as their life and breath (1220) cannot be served by 

anyone else. The one who solved the Sphinx's riddle and caused her destruction too, is the same 

one rising'to great height; the bulwark against death is himself not proof against fate. As the 

chorus intimate, no man can evade his own destiny and yet how that man lives out his destiny may 

be more important than that destiny itself. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

The Divine Agents 

a) Apollo 

rig yap, rig dvrjp nXeov rag evSaipoviag cpepei fj roaovrov oaov Sorceiv; 
(1189 -1191) 

The part which Apollo plays in the Oedipus Tyrannus is integral to the plot but the god 

does not himself have even the tiniest of cameos in it. Apollo is an eminence grise, more 

noticeable for his effect at long range than at close; his deadly darts come through the media of 

others (viz. the Priestess, Teiresias, Laius and even the unknown drunkard). It is clear that the 

god is the one responsible, at root, for the travesty that is the life of Oedipus. Apollo gave an 

oracle (through Teiresias, 435 - 436 and 711 - 712) to Oedipus's parents that Laius would die at 

the hands of his son. The god put no conditions on this uncircumventable prophecy. When 

Oedipus left on his quest for self-identity and arrived at Delphi, the priestess of Apollo evaded his 

honest question, clearly on the authority of the god. Where an immoral or opportunistic man 

would have accepted that it was impossible to avoid his destiny, Oedipus, true child of his true 

parents, attempted to take the moral course and chose self-exile from parents he obviously loved. 

As the chorus remark, with evident sorrow and mystification, Oedipus was a perfect paradigm 

(1193 ff): first he won the prize of happiness and then he was reduced to naught. How, then, did 

Apollo "bring these things to pass" (1330)? Part of the answer may be reflected in the significant 

epithets used for the god throughout the drama. 

At the beginning of the play, both the suppliants (3, 38, 42) and Oedipus (70) display 

confidence and trust in Apollo. When the plague strikes, the suppliants crowd around his altar (3) 

and Oedipus sends immediately to this god's oracle for advice (70). Oedipus asserts that he will 

do whatever the god reveals to be the correct thing to do (76). Oedipus prays reverently to 

Apollo for good news (80) and he is eager to hear the god's word (86). Through an intermediary, 

Creon, Oedipus learns that the god, Lord Phoebus, wants the pollution cleared from the land, that 
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it should "not be cherished till it is past cure" (95 - 98). The god does not disclose which man's 

tOXTi (102) or "fate" this involves. Oedipus asks, but is not told. Instead, Creon shifts in oblique 

fashion to. the deed which has caused the plague, the murder of Laius which must be atoned. 

There is no mention of incest though the gods' displeasure is evinced by the typical signs: the 

barrenness of the labour pangs of the women and the unusual lack of fertility in the croplands. 

The god says, according to Creon, that the "murderers"121 (107) dwell "in this land" (110) and 

that the fact is going "unnoticed," "unheeded" (111). If Creon is giving a true report ~ and why 

should we doubt this? ~ then Apollo is working some sort of mischief in playing with the 

"number" of the killers. But "Phoebus," as Oedipus styles him, has rightly shown concern about 

this dead man (133). Oedipus, piously, will work for his country and the god, equating the one 

with the other (135). Oedipus has made a covenant with "Apollo" on behalf of the country. The 

god, therefore, will be the arbiter of their fate, deciding whether they survive or fall to ruin (145). 

The priest, however, is confident of nothing but a positive outcome: the god will rescue them 

(149). 

The chorus (parodos) defer to the shrine of Pytho. The "sweet-speaking message of 

Zeus" (151), which is invoked in the very first words of the chorus, is Apollo the prophet of Zeus. 

Thus the play can be seen in the context of the justice of Zeus whose mouthpiece is this prophet. 

Apollo is both the "Delian Healer" (154) and Phoebus122 the "Farshooter" (163). They delight in 

their Lycian123 lord's invincible weaponry (204). He is both their salvation and their avenger. 

Oedipus, too, aligns himself with Apollo: he is the god's ally (244 - 245). Oedipus works for the 

god and, he repeats, his country (253 - 254; cf. 135). A god did not have to drive the agenda here 

(255); Oedipus would have willingly undertaken the task and he does. "Phoebus" must be the one 

to tell who is the man who wrought the deed <of murder> (279), but gods cannot be forced (280 

- 281). Oedipus respects this and agrees to use intermediaries. Since Teiresias is most like 

1 2 1The word used is amoevcaq, one which is associated with murders within the family QDawe's note to this line). 
1 2 2 Ahl, op. cit. pp. 249/250, sees a connexion between the words Ooipoc, and cpoPoc,. Tempting though it may be 
to accept these conjectures, they do not appear to fit the context here. 
1 2 3 Ahl (1991), p. 49, suggests that "Sophocles may be emphasizing the "wolf' etymology of the god's epithet." 
Plato (Republic 8.565D - 566B), he reminds us, likened a tyrant to a wolf in nature. 
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Apollo in his ability to "see" (285), he is summoned to interpret the signs. A little further on, 

Oedipus state that Phoebus (306) has sent an oracle because Oedipus asked. After all, Oedipus 

and the god are allies (cf. 245). Oedipus cannot accept that he is the culprit when Teiresias names 

him as such (353). Would the god have accepted their alliance otherwise? The insult to his pride 

is enormous. Teiresias knows that Oedipus will not fall through his124 agency (376) though fall he 

will. Teiresias is convinced, however, that Apollo will work it all out (377), even though Oedipus 

refuses to acknowledge his guilt at this point. Teiresias calls himself the "slave of Loxias" (410) 

now. No longer is the god called "Phoebus" (Bright One), "Delian Healer" or "Apollo" 

(Destroyer), but "Loxias" (Oblique One). Although the name suggests that uncertainty has 

entered the drama, it must also be remembered that Apollo, in his incarnation of "Loxias," is "the 

prophet of his father Zeus."125 What exactly will be the role of this god, Apollo, and his father, 

Zeus? The chorus are certain that Zeus and Apollo (499) are all-wise. Even Creon says to 

Oedipus, "Go to the Pythoness's oracle!" (603). There he can find out first-hand what Apollo has 

said. If we recall that the last king of Thebes was killed on an expedition to the Oracle, it does 

not seem surprising that Oedipus does not entertain the notion for an instant. 

Although Jocasta supports both her brother and Oedipus, she tells the king that the 

servants of "Phoebus" (711) cannot be trusted. "Apollo" (720) did not fulfil his oracle (re the 

child she bore Laius) and, if the god wants to, he will reveal whatever is necessary (724 - 725). 

She appears to be asking for divine intervention while Oedipus begins to suspect that Zeus is up 

to something: "What is it that weighs upon your mind, Oedipus?" asks Jocasta (TI 5' eoxi c o i 

TOOT', OiSiTcooq, evGbpiov; 739). Three times his suspicions come to the fore. "What have you 

decided to do with me, Zeus?" (738), Oedipus asks himself, as he thinks he may have cursed 

himself unwittingly (744 - 745), and concedes that Teiresias was probably right in his accusations 

(747). 

124Knox (1957), p. 7, says that this line is a "comparatively modern creation", dating from Brunck's emendation of 
1786. The manuscripts actually say: ou ydp ae p.ovpa npoq y£ ooO. 
125Burkert (1985), p. 148, is quoting from Aesch. Eum. 19. 
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Oedipus recalls his long-ago visit to the Pythoness, who did not answer his question (789) , 

but told him horrible things ( 7 9 0 ff.). He has the suspicion (828 - 8 2 9 ) that a god has instigated 

this regicide (which he has probably already committed) by instilling in him the morbid fear of 

killing his father and bedding his mother. But he cannot accept that gods ( 8 3 0 - 8 3 3 ) could do 

this. Jocasta shores up his belief as she reminds him: 6v y e Aoqlocq 8iei7ie xpfjvca naiBoq e£, 

epoo Gavetv "Loxias did plainly state that <my husband> had to die through the agency of my 

own son" (853) . Apollo was wrong; therefore he is "Loxias," playing his ambiguous role. Yet 

very soon afterwards, Jocasta is attempting to placate Loxias and appeals to him as "Lycian126 

Apollo" (919) , adopting the same subservient and supplicating posture as the citizens. Her 

subsequent words suggest that she is very pleased by the apparent outcome of her pleadings: the 

oracles of the gods have been disproved, she crows triumphantly (dKooe lavSpoq tooSe, KCU 

aKorcet KAOCOV TOC aepv' I V TIKEI %OX> Geoo pavxeopaTa, 953 - 954) . This is a turning point for 

Oedipus. He now rejects the "Pythian hearth" (965) and thus Apollo. He will not be persuaded 

by any oracles: for Polybus has died of natural causes. Suddenly, he remembers the oracle about 

his mother (992) . "Loxias" said he would lie with his mother and kill his father ( 9 9 4 ff). Then 

he is afraid that "Phoebus"127 might be right (1011) . And now, "Phoebus" ( 1 0 9 7 ) is invoked by a 

chorus which is thrilled by the notion that the king might truly be a "native son" ( 1091) . Was 

Oedipus's mother a bride of "Loxias" (1103) , they speculate? In a perverse way, she was. Apollo 

was determined to fructify a marriage (which he had also condemned to sterility) to assert his 

ascendancy over the house of Laius and to wreak a multi-generational vengeance. 

In the reporting of Jocasta's death, there is no mention of the gods. The next time a god is 

mentioned, he is called a Scdpcov ( 1 3 0 1 ) who has leapt on Oedipus. Oedipus identifies this god 

with Apollo (1329) . He now knows that he is most accursed, and hated by all the gods. Finally, 

Oedipus is CXGEOC, (1360) , an epithet which is curious for its possible double meaning: godless and 

sightless.128 Without the gods on his side, he is a cypher; to be without the gods is to be without 

126Here Ahl's conjectures as to the wolfish nature of Apollo seem very apt. 
127Again, Ahl's theory re <p6p"oc, seems apt. 
1 2 8 LSJ has two separate entries for a9eoc, the second of which is a variant of aSeocxoc,. 
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life, without vision. Dead is better than blind (1368), say the chorus. But to Oedipus, the self-

inflicted limbo of not-dead not-alive which is his blindness gives him immunity, a surcease from 

pain. No longer does he have to face the triple menace of gods, parents and city. 

There is one last appeal to the godhead: Creon wants direction (1438). But Oedipus 

believes the god has been clear. Did not the god (AnoXXcov) command destruction (dnoXXovai, 

1441)? The last reference to any god is Oedipus's. He wishes that Creon has a better guardian 

spirit along the road of life than he had (1479). In the end, Oedipus appears to have washed his 

hands, so to speak, of the god. 

b) The Sphinx 

Kccixoi TO y' cci'viyp' oi>xi rovmovrog fjv... (393) 

The Dramatic Sphinx 

The Sphinx is mentioned only five times in the Oedipus Tyrannus. Each time she is 

mentioned, however, it is important to examine the context. In the prologue, the priest of Zeus 

says that Oedipus arrived and released the Thebans from the "cruel singer" (aKXnpocc, aoi&oo, 

36). It is, therefore, plausible that at the start of the drama Oedipus represents the replacement of 

the harsh tyranny of the homicidal singer with a benevolent and loving rule. The juxtaposition of 

this previous regime of terror to the one of Oedipus sets the stage for what one hopes is another 

blessed release from another terror, this time the plague. The priest says that Oedipus must have 

been instructed by a god since he himself (i.e., the servant of Zeus) did not assist him in answering 

the riddle. Here, in these lines, Oedipus is the Thebans's much beloved deliverer from a 

nightmare. In the priest's opinion Oedipus must also be an agent of a god for he learned nothing 

from them (the Thebans) but relied on a god's assistance: KOU xai)9' b<p' fpcdv ooSev ê eiScbc, 

nXzov 008' £K8i8ax6eiq, aXXa 7tpoa9nKT| 6eoo (37 - 38). Since the priest is a priest of Zeus, 

we could presume that the assistance did not come from Zeus but from Apollo. 
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The next time the Sphinx is mentioned (by Creon), she is the "riddle-singing129 Sphinx" 

(TcoiKitapSoc, Ecpiyc;, 130), who prevented Creon and the Thebans from investigating the regicide. 

She is mentioned only once by the name, Xtpiyc;, the "Strangler"130 or "Throttler." This name is 

suggestive of the riddle set like a snare to catch and choke her victims. As Oedipus initiates his 

"criminal investigation," we are perhaps reminded by Sophocles that the fascination which the 

Thebans had with the riddler allowed something unusual to happen. Oedipus "slipped into the 

role" of p a a i t e t x ; without proper scrutiny. In actual fact, the Thebans have not investigated 

thoroughly the provenance of Oedipus. Their deliverance had come to them like a gift from the 

gods, just as the royal power of Oedipus came to him from them as a gift unasked for (384). And 

so, their gratitude has allowed them to let a "usurper,"131 who is actually the legitimate heir, take 

the throne. 

The next time the Sphinx is mentioned (by Oedipus) she is the "versifying hound"132 

(pa\L/tp86q KOCOV, 391). The word KOWV is used because "she is the servant of the god who sent 

her."133 At this point, Oedipus is interrogating Teiresias, servant of Apollo. If he could accept 

that the Sphinx had a truth, of sorts, to tell in her riddle, if he believed it was important enough to 

answer her question, why is he impervious to Teiresias in his function as soothsayer and 

interpreter? Typifying the monster as a "hound" may be a subtle reference to the Sphinx's and 

Teiresias's. significance as representatives of the gods. In Apollodorus,134 the Sphinx was sent by 

Hera to Thebes as a punishment. In the Phoenissae and in the Oedipus Tyrannus, she appears to 

be Apollo's servant. By destroying the Sphinx, Oedipus has interfered with a punishment sent by 

the god. When Oedipus recalls the riddle two lines later he typifies it as "one which was not for 

just any comer to explain" (TO y ai'viyp' ooxi TOOTUOVTOC, fjv, 393). This leads us to conjecture 

1 2 9And, possibly, "singer of the swelling." Cf. page 7 of this thesis. 
130West (1966) in the note to line 326 of the Theogony says that the word Ztplŷ  is connected in popular etymology 
with the verb ay'iyya, to strangle. 
1 3 ^ o x (1957), pp. 102/103, interprets the word xupavvoc, as "usurper." 
132Lloyd-Jones (1994), p. 363. 
133Lloyd-Jones (loc. cit). 
134Apollodorus 3.5.7-8. 
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that it was predestined that the riddle be solved by a certain comer. Perhaps it was no natural 

intelligence which helped Oedipus, who actually calls himself a "know-nothing" (397), to solve 

the enigma, but instead destiny spurred on by a god.135 Lines 439 - 440, an exchange between 

Oedipus and Teiresias suggest this as well: 

Oedipus: How riddling and obscure in excess are all your words! 
Teiresias: Do you not excel in answering riddles?136 

Teiresias presses on to remind Oedipus that his ability to solve the riddle is his ruin, ainn ye 

pevcoi a' f] toxri SubXeaev (442). Oedipus responds that he does not care, if it means he has 

saved the city (443). This frank disclosure shows an Oedipus courageous (or even foolhardy) and 

honest. He has, however, missed a basic fact: his solving of the enigma was an aberration. Until 

the plague came, Oedipus showed none of the ingenuity one would expect of the solver of 

intellectual puzzles. Laius's murder had gone unsolved and the Pythia's oracle had gone 

unplumbed, for example. The Sphinx had acted like an "irresistible magnet" drawing Oedipus 

back to his place of birth and to his nemesis. From there, Apollo bided his time. 

Next to mention the Sphinx are the chorus. Despite the fact that Teiresias has undeniably 

denounced Oedipus, they sing an optimistic paean to their saviour. His success with the rather 

quaintly styled "winged maiden" (7rcep6eaaa...K6pa, 510) is enough proof for them that he is 

"wise" and "dear to the city" (510). They have all confidence in Oedipus since he has passed the 

pdaavoq. The pdaocvoc, was also an Athenian legal term for the practice of submitting a binding 

contract for torture of slaves to discover evidence before trial. In truth, the Sphinx put the 

Thebans to the test and they failed it; Oedipus, on the contrary, passed it with great ease. This 

success of his clinches their support for him. But, to this timely assertion of confidence is 

appended the acrimonious confrontation between Oedipus and Creon. 

135Certainly Pausanias (Description of Greece, 9.26.2 - 4) states that only a legitimate child of Laius would know 
the right answer. 
136Lloyd-Jones (op. cit.), p. 369. 
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The last time the Sphinx is heard of is in the fourth stasimon. Oedipus has uncovered all 

the mysteries and is rushing off to find Jocasta and to blind himself. Now the Sphinx is styled "the 

prophesying virgin with crooked talons" (xctv yapvi/cbvoxa rcapGevov xpnapcpSov, 1199 - 1200). 

This adjective yap\j/(bvoc; is an epithet reserved for great birds of prey,137 and here Sophocles is 

likening her to a raptor and predator. The adjective xpTrcrptpSoc, is one which is used for those 

who deliver oracular responses. The two epithets combined suggest that the Sphinx is a 

prophetess who may destroy as she predicts. We therefore find ourselves back at the beginning of 

the story of the monster. As Moret comments, the Thebans had assembled daily to find a solution 

to the riddle of the Sphinx,138 but were daily compelled to relinquish one of their number to her 

rapacious appetite until the arrival of Oedipus. Oedipus escaped this fate, presumably because of 

his superior skills of rationalization, yet in the end it seems that Oedipus has been reserved for the 

"strange purpose" (1457), previously discussed. Now, Oedipus himself has finally been 

"enraptured" and caught in another snare set by the god. The characterization of the Sphinx as a 

"virgin" may possibly remind the audience of the frightening and sometimes vindictive virgins of 

the Greek pantheon: Artemis and Athene. The last epithet "prophecy-singer" reminds us that the 

story has come full swing: all prophecies given by Apollo have been fulfilled. Perhaps, then, the 

Sphinx may be seen as a manifestation of Apollo's destructive and violent nature as well. 

The Sphinx as a Theme 

Despite the existence of the "Aristarchan axiom that what is not mentioned in the play 

does not exist,"139 and although it is true that the text of the Sphinx's riddle is found nowhere in 

the play, an image that we moderns commonly associate with the myth of Oedipus is the Sphinx. 

And surely the ancients made this link as well.140 Delcourt141 believes that although there were 

1 3 7 L S J , s.v. 
1 3 8 More t (op. cit.), p. 17:"Les Thebains a en croire Asclepiade se reunissaient chaque jour eic, EKKXTICICXV pour 
tenter de trouver une solution a l'enigme." 
1 3 9Griffith(1990), p. 98. 
1 4 0 O C D , s.v. Oedipus. 
1 4 1Delcourt(1942), p. 107. 
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originally many Sphinxes, in the fifth century no Sphinx was k n o w n but the "one which haunted 

the roads of Boeotia." She also likens the myth behind the tragedy to the "halo" of the tragedy 

since the public listening to the tragedy thought of the myth behind it. It is no wonder, then, that 

the play seems almost to resonate with the echo of this powerful and enigmatic being. The 

twistings and turnings of the plot seem to reflect the beast in her incomprehensible shape and 

utterances. Indeed, her appearance is just as mysterious as her riddle: oicX/ripac, doi5oo (36); 

TtotKiX.cy8d<; Xcptyĉ  (130); poci|/q)56c, KOCOV (391); mep6ecrcra...Kopa (510); xdv yapvjrcbvoxa 

napGevov xptlcpciSov (1199). She is a personified enigma, with her harsh, riddling voice and 

patchwork construction. For she has animal features: a leonine or canine142 body yet wings and 

talons. But her face is that of a human maiden. All in all she is a complete study in contradiction 

and irrationality. Oedipus, a rational man, thought he knew himself well enough to tackle this 

obstacle of irrationality on the way to Thebes. And so he responded to the Sphinx's question 

about "the feet" with an answer which was, traditionally, supposed to be "Man."143 Segal would 

like us to believe144 that Oedipus understood this "Man" to be, in reality, himself and, if this was 

really so, then the symmetry is appealing. The riddle, which only seemed irrational and 

unanswerable, was answered fully by Oedipus (answerer and answer), the only one able to make 

sense of it, rearrange it and interpret it in a fully rational way. Once he had overcome it, he 

believed he had conquered the irrational and restored a semblance of order. But he did not realise 

that the actions of gods do not conform to "Man's" notion of rationality. Thinking, thereby, to 

have solved the problem of his mother, father and the Sphinx, to have found safe harbour in 

Thebes, he learned to his sorrow that it was all illusion. 

The Sphinx is as incomprehensible to the human mind as the oracular sayings of Apollo. 

Being an unnatural combination of female and animal parts, she may presage the predicted 

unnatural union of Oedipus with Jocasta. Yet just as the Sphinx caused the Thebans to forget 

matters unclear, peOevxoK; fipaq % d<pavfj 7ipoafry£TO (131), so it is that Oedipus suffers from a 

142Hoffman, q.v. 
143Apollodorus (loc. cit.) 
144Segal (1993), p. 57. 
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kind of self-inflicted blindness145 towards the mystery of himself. Whenever he asks one question 

he seems to get the answer to another. In 787 fF, his enquiry of the Pythoness in regard to his 

parentage is deflected by a warning of his impending parricide and incest. But he does not pursue 

the question! When he answers certain questions, such as that posed by the Sphinx, the answers 

to others go begging, e.g., the identity of the murderer. 

Oedipus had left his supposed home firstly, because "some man" (43) had told him he was 

not his parents' child and secondly, because the "message" (43) from the god was a prophecy that 

he would kill his father and marry his mother (790-793). But there was a twofold irony for 

Oedipus: he could not see that he was not really their child and he could not hear that he would 

commit terrible impieties. He did not believe the former and thought that he had escaped the 

latter. In his conquest of the Sphinx, he had closed a puzzling chapter in his life. He never 

expected to revisit it. 

It is possible to look at the story of Oedipus from a figurative angle. We can see that 

when Oedipus first came to Thebes, there was a monster plaguing the city with an unanswerable 

question. (Ahl 1 4 6 refers to this "musical plague" which blights the city and is replaced by the 

"Platonic plague of the state: tyranny."147) It was the fate of Oedipus to replace this monster 

(and her riddle) with another monster and riddle,148 i.e., himself. (For he will be shown to be a 

monster in the horrific liaison he makes with Jocasta and in the production of children with her. 

He will learn that his parentage is a mystery and try to solve this riddle.) As Oedipus replaces the 

Sphinx, it appears that "real time" or "normal time" is suspended and a parody of family life is 

being re-enacted while Oedipus's fate is slowly building to an outrageous climax of revelation. 

145This symbolic, almost wilful, blindness foreshadows the actual self-blinding. 
1 4 6 Ahl (1991), p. 53. 
147Delcourt (1942), p. 112, reiterates that,"pour Platon, on epouse la mere parce qu'on est un tyran (Rep. IX, p. 
571)." 
148Beer (1990), p. 110, too sees Oedipus as a riddle. 
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During this "unreal time" another plague comes, like an unholy third149 in a series of "plagues", to 

displace the second one, and to restore "real time". It was at this point that Sophocles chose to 

start his play, just as the fantasy-world was collapsing and rearranging itself or, rather, being 

rearranged by an outside agency, Apollo. The killing of Laius, the father of the monster, is a 

necessary step in this progression of Oedipus, and is in no way a trivial act as it first appears to 

him. It must be done in order for Oedipus to reach the Sphinx and conquer her, thereby becoming 

her replacement in the hierarchy of monstrosities. 

The historicity of the Sphinx 

As we look outside the action of the drama, it may be of importance to consider more 

fully what Sophocles's contemporaries knew or understood about the Sphinx. 

The Plastic Arts 

In the plastic arts, the Sphinx150 is sculpted with "the head of a beautiful woman, the taut 

and sinewy body of a dog or a young lioness and the avian sickle-wings with which the vase 

painter characterised certain supernatural females such as sirens and gorgons." Her eyes have an 

inscrutable expression achieved by "dot-in-circle pupil, an iconographic convention denoting 

demonic beings. The eyes themselves are framed by lashes in dilute glaze, creating an appearance 

of wide-eyed, harmless innocence. Her hair is covered by a patterned cloth (sakkos) except for a 

gilt hair roll worn like a diadem over the forehead. Her lips are slightly parted as though she were 

singing her oracular song (Euripides, Phoenician Women 48, 1507). On her breast she wears 

three gilded gorgon medallions strung on a cord."151 Here in Hoffman's study of the Sotadean 

sphinx, we have a description of the Theban sphinx. Hoffman notes that since Freud, "the focus 

1 4 9 As I shall show, "three" is significant. 
150Hoffman (1994), p. 72. This paper is an extract from a forthcoming book and is a chapter in Classical Greece: 
Ancient Histories and Modern Archaeologies. 
151Hoffman (ibid.). The one being described is attributed to the Athenian artist Sotades, middle of the fifth century 
B.C. 
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of scholarly attention to the Sphinx has been its connection with Oedipus and the myth."152 

However, the connexion appears much more primal. The generic "sphinx" appears frequently in 

or on tombs or painted on vases made for these tombs. In anthropological terms sphinxes acted 

as mediators for crossing boundaries in rites of passage for the ancients.153 These include such 

events as births, initiations, marriages and funerals. The "mythologising imagery with its 

fantasmal products" commonly "straddles and joins categories of animal, human and divine."154 

These creations (i.e., Sphinxes) are eminently suited to be between-world mediators. When one is 

in the midst of passage, one is in a "no-man's land" or "no-man's time" as Hoffman styles it. 

The number three, moreover, is a magical number (as we all know from reading fairy 

tales) and it is a significant number in many cultures ~ including the ancient Greek one in regard 

to funeral rites. Typically the dead received burial on the third day, for example. The Kai xpia 

on the Vatican kylix is not only a quotation from the riddle, then, but also a memento mori}55 In 

the Sphinx's riddle, we could suggest that the catalogue of footedness which goes from four to 

two to three, reminds us of the final transition to death and the no-man's time and land which 

Oedipus enters upon solving the riddle. 

If we take these socio-archaeological "findings" into consideration, the symbolic 

complexity of the number is far greater than we see at first glance. In the background of the myth 

is the tripod at Delphi where Oedipus undergoes a death/separation from his family. In the text, 

there is a triplai (or crossroads), the no-man's land where normal laws do not operate: a father is 

killed by his own son. Again, outside the text, Oedipus encounters the Sphinx, that epitome of 

the dX.oyov. Her riddle is an initiation rite that all have failed. The third part of the riddle is a 

double-entendre in itself. By the time the riddle has ended on the note of three, the victim has 

reached his demise. And finally, the Sphinx is all things in one: a rite of passage, a portal from 

152Hoffman (op. cit.), p. 73. 
153Here Hoffman draws on the ideas of another anthropologist, Leach (1976), whose ideas he summarizes in this 
section. 
154Hoffman (op. cit.), p. 74. 
155Hoffman (op. cit.), p. 75. 
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one age to another and a symbol of the finality of death. She proffers immortality and death at the 

same time as initiation and rebirth. The symbolism is extremely subtle and complex. 

The Mythic Sphinx 

Pausanias is another source for the anecdotal evidence of the Sphinx. Here follows a 

synopsis156 of his report on the tradition of the riddle-singing Sphinx: She came, like a pirate, to 

Anthedon with a naval force for the purpose of brigandage, seizing the mountain which she used 

for plundering raids. Oedipus put a stop to her with the army he brought from Corinth. Another 

tradition has it that she was the bastard daughter of Laius. Apparently Laius was so fond of this 

daughter that he gave her the "riddle of Cadmus" which he had received at Delphi. This oracle 

was unknown to all but kings. Therefore when any but the sons of Epicaste (not Jocasta, in 

Pausanias) applied to the Sphinx, they were bound to fail. For Laius had many illegitimate 

children from his many concubines and only a legitimate child of Laius would know the correct 

answer. And so, Oedipus, by virtue of being the legitimate heir to the Theban power (not by 

virtue of his genius), is bound to be successful in answering the riddle tailor-made for kings.157 

Ahl 1 5 8 reminds us that the scholiast to the Theogony comments that the Sphinx is a yovf) \r\oipic, 

or "woman brigand" while in Sophocles, Laius is killed by a band of Xr\axai, "brigands," and that 

the Sphinx is still at large at this time. Obviously the tradition from which Sophocles could draw 

was woven from many strands. It would seem, therefore, unwise to adhere too closely to the 

"Aristarchan axiom," and yet profitable to reconsider influences external to the play 

156Frazer (1965), p. 475. 
157Pausanias notes that "it appears <Oedipus> had learnt the oracle in a dream." (Frazer, toe. cit.) 
158Ahl(o/>. cit), p. 11 
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CONCLUSION 

It seems that the story of Oedipus was so well-known to the ancients that, according to a 

certain ancient author, one had only to mention the name "Oedipus" and everyone would "know 

the rest: his father's name was Laios, his mother was Jocasta, these were his daughters, these his 

sons, this is what will happen to him, this is what he did."159 But what Oedipus said and did 

varied according to the poet. Hence, although Sophocles's version of the myth is probably the 

most commonly known and accepted, it was not the only one.160 We find, for instance, that 

Oedipus's mother is named "Epicaste" in Homer and Pausanias, but "Jocasta" in Sophocles and 

Euripides. And in the latter's play, Jocasta is still alive after the self-blinding of Oedipus. In the 

Oedipodia, Oedipus remarried, with Euryganeia as his second wife. These details are not the only 

differences amongst the versions161 that have come down to us but despite these variations, the 

basic premise still existed. Somehow, Oedipus killed his father, married his mother and then had 

to deal with these facts upon discovering them. And although we may derive some symbolic 

solace from the character and his situation, Oedipus is not in himself a symbol.162 It is probable 

that this tale, so familiar to the ancient audience, was an invention of an individual "who imagined 

the worst possible situation an individual could find himself in"163 ~ a situation in which the most 

primal of familial taboos were broken — and speculated on divine and human reaction to that 

situation. 

There are several innovations164 in Sophocles's version of the famous story. One of these 

is the use of the plague as a starting point for the action and another is the way he handles the 

characterization. But it does not seem apt to suggest (as does Ahl quoting Plato) that this plague 

is a metaphor for injustice or tyranny. None of the evidence in the play points to either of these 

1 5 9 Ahl (op. cit), p. 4, quotes from a fragment of Antiphanes, a comic writer from circa 386 B.C. 
1 6 0The ancient commentators also discussed these variants on the received tradition as is indicated by the famous 
fragment of the Poiesis of Antiphanes (Kock 191), in which the tasks of tragic and comic poets are compared and 
Lucan's comments on Ar. Poet. [1968] 1451b26. 
161See the Introduction. 
1 6 2 W. G. Arnott, from a conversation June 16, 1995. 
163Arnott, ibid. 
164Again, see my Introduction. 
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"cancers" in the ship of state during the rule of Oedipus, his wife and her brother. What is more 

remarkable to note of these two innovations is that, in Sophocles's retelling of this famous story, 

all the characters try to some degree to prevent Oedipus's anagnorisis and sometimes go to 

extraordinary lengths to do so. The herdsman who rescued Oedipus and saw him kill his father 

has taken to the hills upon seeing Oedipus installed as king. Creon has deliberately neglected 

investigating Laius's death. Teiresias has refused to prophesy except under duress. Jocasta has 

refrained from discussing the previous ruler and even tries to prevent Oedipus from finding out 

who he is when it becomes clear that she is his true mother. 

There is great tension produced by the playwright between the inexorable but seemingly 

arbitrary workings of Apollo and the vain but human attempts by the persons of the drama to 

intervene.. The two machinations are inherently irreconcilable. No matter how the human 

participants attempt to draw and redraw the boundaries or reinterpret the patterns they see, the 

god will not relent. And although the battle which is being fought in this play is one between 

"freedom and necessity," it is also a battle between "illusion and truth."165 

Analysing the beginning of the play, we find that the priest and suppliants start off on the 

wrong foot:, so to speak, with a delusion. Their interpretation of the plague's meaning is entirely 

different from the reality. Mistaking the source of the plague (Ares), they come to its perpetrators 

(Apollo and Oedipus) for relief. This plague and its resultant barrenness are the second warning 

to the people of Thebes, the Sphinx having been the first. For each torment has its specific cause. 

On the one hand, the Sphinx is possibly the punishment for Laius's defilement of Chrysippus (an 

event which happens outside the drama). On the other, the plague and barrenness are punishment 

for the murder of Laius and engenderment by Oedipus of half-siblings on Jocasta Each time, it is 

possible to remove the Theban scourge: the Sphinx is dispatched by the wit of Oedipus, the 

plague is ended (we presume) by the self-blinding of Oedipus. 

165Reinhardt (loc. cit.). 
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Creon's interpretation of the oracle from Delphi is also flawed (illusion versus truth). 

Although he can see both good and bad in the message he brings (that the murderer is living with 

them), he somehow misses a crucial piece of information: the fact that Oedipus is also living 

incestuously. Teiresias tries not to deliver the piece that is missing but is led, out of rage, to 

provide it in such a way that it will not be accepted. Jocasta has regularly tried to subvert the 

godly plans since her unwilling exposure of Oedipus. She mocks oracles and distrusts seers. 

Oedipus assumes that he is in control and will solve the murder mystery in routine fashion. In the 

final analysis, Oedipus and the other characters, in spite of themselves, conform exactly to a 

predestined plan of the god but do this while apparently exercising their own free will (freedom 

versus necessity). The plan of the god, however, may take many mortal years in the coming to 

fruition. The audience know that when this drama ends, the human wrestling match with the god 

is not yet finished. Oedipus, Antigone, Ismene, Polyneices and Eteocles all have their own 

struggles with destiny and the contest continues into the third generation. 

Some critics,166 have argued the case for the "innocence" of Oedipus, just as others167 

have argued his "guilt." Some critics, as we have already seen, find the crucial aspect of the play 

is in determining what the hamartia of Oedipus consisted in, while still others search for 

counterplots and intrigues.168 Plutarch169 even indicts the "curiosity" of Oedipus. In some sense, 

it seems fruitless to argue these points when it will always be impossible to determine their validity 

to the satisfaction of all the critics; yet this drama continues to engage the intellect of Hellenists 

and non-Hellenists alike, in the way of no other play, over the centuries it has formed part of the 

corpus of western literature. We want to suggest reasons why Teiresias is reluctant to reveal his 

prophecies or why Creon does not avenge the death of Laius.170 We want to argue the strange 

purpose of the gods and also to find that Oedipus is a "free agent." Yet it does no harm to 

166Gould, Fisher. 
167Vellacott, Weil. 
1 6 8 Ahl . 
1 6 9 De curiositate, 522bf. 
1 7 0I am at variance with Waldcock (1951), p. 161, who feels that "neither Sophocles nor the reader wishes to dally 
over expository details". These are precisely the points which intrigue readers to this day! 
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reiterate the main reason audiences both ancient and modern have identified with, and still do 

identify with, the character of Oedipus. It is that he is neither wholly innocent nor wholly guilty 

while remaining in many respects a truly heroic figure. Our hero is a man both impure and 

unlucky.171 And as this hero, Oedipus stands out from the rest not only in his wisdom, courage or 

virtue but also in his "vita piu dolorosa."172 In a famous essay, Dodds has said that the dpapxia 

of Oedipus is "an offense committed in ignorance of some material fact and therefore free from 

Ttovnpia [wickedness] or KocKia [vice]."173 Perhaps Oedipus can claim this "freedom" in regard 

to his marriage contracted in ignorance. It seems harder to defend his violence against the old 

man (Laius) and his escort. As Griffith points out, "Laius wanted only to drive him from the road 

(805)."174 Uncontrollable rage leads Oedipus to kill five people on the provocation of this one old 

man. Surely, in the light of this homicidally precipitate behaviour, Oedipus is "wicked," in some 

sense, though perhaps not completely so. We see one facet only of his character in this vignette. 

On the one hand, he is but an ordinary human being with that being's ordinary flaws and strengths: 

he is quick-tempered yet thoughtful, he is violent yet sensitive, a true study in contrasts as any 

intelligent human person is likely to be. But where he is different, or "heroic" is in his outstanding 

honesty, loyalty and determination to seek the truth. He is a more believable hero than most 

because he captures our imagination like quite no other. An enraptured audience is moved to 

aspire to those qualities which make him at once tragic and heroic. If only they were he, trapped 

in the same tight corner, they imagine that they would stand up to irrational Tyche and her 

consort 9eoi.175 Or, being better and previously informed, they would evade the snare of the god. 

Oedipus makes heroism seem like a simple act. We are allowed to imagine ourselves as heroes of 

the same stature as we watch the drama unfold in all its majesty and pathos. We, too, could face 

our worst nightmares and survive them as purified and better people. We, too, could have the 

171Maddalena (op. cit.), p. 266, n.4: "Edipo era per Sofocle il piu impuro e il piu infelice degli uomini, e tuttavia 
anche une eroe..." 
172Maddalena (loc. cit.). 
1 7 3Dodds (1968), p. 24. 
1 7 4Griffith (1992), p. 197. 
1 7 5Kitto (1958), p. 44, explains these "theoi" as "not the universe's creators but rather the controlling forces within 
it, those which cause things to happen, like rain or earthquake." 
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courage of our convictions in the face of "irrational evil."176 Certainly, in the Sophoclean world, 

there is no room for justice tempered by mercy — only for an unrelenting, blind and objective kind 

of dike, which Kitto has defined as "the general balance of things."177 If this justice of the gods 

gives Man no comfort, he must learn to make his own kind of justice and create a life on his own 

terms. Where a Christian can live in the hope that there is a point to human suffering and misery, 

the pagan Oedipus must find his own. He must supersede the justice of the gods, and free himself 

thereby, from their cruel, pervasive influence. Their pernicious disinterest in human well-being is 

one of the most unappealing characteristics of the Greek pantheon. 

Since to be "tragic" means to suffer undeservedly, what, then, does it mean to be "heroic"? 

Perhaps it means standing up to the gods, daring to go past the Delphic maxims and ultimately, in 

some perverse way, pleasing the gods. Even though it is predetermined that he will commit 

impieties, this is not what matters. Perhaps Oedipus has pleased the gods because he showed 

integrity in the face of great suffering. To paraphrase the maddened Cassandra (of Euripides's 

Troades, line 402), "to <live> well is not a crown of shame."178 Ultimately, it is the character, the 

motivation behind the man which matters, not whether he appears to have divine approbation 

and so, the chorus seem to have "got it wrong." Sophocles reflects the contemporaneous Jewish 

sentiment when faced with the same conundrum and anticipates the later Christian view. What is 

the point of human existence when an apparently righteous man (Job, in Jewish tradition) is 

afflicted with "irrational evil"? Whereas Job is restored to a fortune equal to his former, Oedipus 

is not. He is, however, not "destroyed." He may be changed forever, but he is not destroyed: in 

his anagnorisis, he has chosen to live without the gods in a limbo of his own making. 

176Whitman (1966), 122 ff. 
177Kitto, ibid. 
178Marshall's (1995) translation. 
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